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The pr«8ent vork d«&ls vjLth two asp«ets of th« proton* 
nucleus optloal'^iiodol potential in the energy region 
15 to 50 MeV* Pirat, the radial behaviour of the real part 
of the potential in the nuolear surfaee region and eeoond, 
the (N*Z }/A»dep«ndenoe f^ the proton iaaginarsr potential* 
The foiwer being of topical interest and having great 
implications on the present status of the optioalHiOdel 
phenonenology, naturally foms the najor part of thie work. 
It i s noi^  generally realised that the ccMsaoBly used 
^araaeterisaticm for iSaa (loeal) optioalHsodel potential i t 
inadequate for a precise fitting of the elastic ecattering 
data of lev and interaediate*energy protois* die vay to 
reaove this deficiency ia to add one acre tera to the 
existing phenoaenologieal potential ae has been done by seae 
authors but this inplies introducing SMM aore paraaeters 
to the already net- less-paraaeterized eptieal-aodel 
pbeneaenelegy. 2n an attsayt to have a better approach for 
iaproTing the situation we start by stuping the i^^ertaiit 
oharaoteristies of the eftical««edel potwtial as eibtaiiiod 
frea a fOraal reaction theory, tay the 9ftihbaoh*a luiifitd 
theory of nucloar reaction• The tvo aain characterisHof of 
th« twmaX optical pottntial ars its ncililooftlitT- and i t s 
intrinsic •nargj dapandtne*. lapoFtantly tha latter ia aueh 
that tha raal and iMaginazy Parts of tlia aen^loeal qptiaal* 
nodal potential aatiaf^ a diaparsion relatitm* 
In this work, va proposa (fomallx) a nonlocal optioal* 
nodal potantial and obtain i ts local aqulTalant C^ IiOP) that 
aisproxinataly takes into ^eooynt both tha nonlocalit^ as wall 
as intrinsic energy depandenea of tha hasie potential in a 
plausible nanner* This leads us to a dispersion relation that 
relates the real and Inaginary part of the StOP (to be 
identified with the phenonenologieal optieal potential)* 
The dispersion relation for L^OP i s very useful in the 
sense that i t gives rise to certain interesting predictions. 
The most ioportant (which has been studied in thiswrk) 
^ongst then being the axistenoe of a surface«peakad tern in 
the real part of the law-«ners5y ( £ ^ 50 MeV) fmolaon optical 
potentlalf ^ i ^ has as8entlal3y the sane gaonetry as that of 
the surfaee-pea3cad Imaginary potential* Calculations their 
that this raal surface tern i s inportant in sen* energy ragiens. 
This sugflTssts that the real part of tha low energy optical-
nodal potential should be nodifiad to include the predicted 
surface-peakad tersi 
To t«3t tbt iralidlty of mir prvdlotlon an oi»tit«X'«iod«X 
analyfllt of ttf tv Ca olastie »eatt«rlng data i t ptrforaad at 
t«n tnarglfts in tha tiergy raglon 17 to M-5,5 fteV, using tha 
aodlflal raaX iiotantlal* Fran tha rasults of tha analytis va 
ooneliida that In genaralf inelMslon of tha r aal sarfaoa tarn 
liaprores tha agr«iaaent betwaatithaory and a3Ep«n»eat graatly. 
In addition to tha abora w<3 ha^a alio stiili«d tha 
€ -dapandanoa of tha proton ijiagtnary potantlal in tha <marg3r 
ranga 30 to 6o KaV, using tha Thoaas-Faml gas aodal for tha 
nuoleus. As th? e -^ apandsnoa in tha snpirioal iaaginary 
potential i s (ixhibitad almost oxelusivaly as'l a<»t xmaabiguously 
in tha line integral of i t s surface tarait va talca tha Una 
integrals of the theoretical and tha total aapirieal laagiaargr 
potential aa the basis for ooaparision* The pradiotad 
e -dai3endenca is found to agree veil with tha obserred one. 
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The optical-model i s used to describe the sca t t e r ing of 
a nuclear p a r t i c l e by a ta rge t nucleus. In t h i s model the 
complicated many-body problem ar i s ing because of the 
in te rac t ion of the incident pa r t i c l e with the nucleons i n the 
target nucleus i s approximated by- a two-body problem. The 
various in te rac t ions are replaced by a complex po ten t i a l 
between the incident p a r t i c l e and the t a rge t nucleus such t h a t , 
in the centre of mass system, the dynamics of the incident 
Pa r t i c l e i s described by the Schrodinger wave equation , 
where E i s the centre of mass energy ahd lb i s the reduced 
mass of the incident p a r t i c l e . 
The e s s e n t i a l idea of the optical-model i s that a nucleon 
incident on a nucleus may be e l a s t i c a l l y sca t t e red or i t may 
cause a var ie ty of d i f ferent r eac t ions . If the incident 
p a r t i c l e i s represented by a wave, then in c l a s s i c a l language 
i t may be scat tered or absorbed. In op t i c s , th i s is analogous 
to the refract ion and absorption of a l igh t wave by a medium 
of complex ref rac t ive index and jus t as the imaginary part of 
the re f rac t ive index, accounts for the absorption of l i g h t 
wave in the medium so in the nuclear case the imaginary par t 
of the complex po ten t ia l largely describes a l l the processes 
which cause deplet ion of flux in the incident channel. I t i s 
because of t h i s analogy that the model i s referred t o as t h e 
'Optical-model ' . 
Since the time i t was f i r s t introduced ahout twenty years 
ago, the optical-model has been developed grea t ly and applied 
successfully to describe the sca t te r ing of a va r i e ty of 
p ro jec t i l e s from nuc le i . A wide range of e l a s t i c sca t t e r ing 
data can be accounted for by the model t o a high degree of 
prec is ion , and the corresponding wave functions are extensively 
used to ext rac t information on nuclear s t ruc tu re from 
measurements of nuclear in t e rac t ion c ross - sec t ions . The nresent 
discussion, is,however, l imited t o the optical-model as 
developed from and applicable t o the nucleon-nucleus 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
1 • A b r ie f His to r ica l Account 
His tor ica l ly the optical-model was f i r s t suggested by 
"] ) 2) 
Bethe and then by Feshbach ^ in an attempt to understand the 
^ h) 
slow neutron resonances-^* \ Their efforts were, however, 
unsuccessful and these closely spaced slow neutron resonances 
were later explained in terms of the compound nucleus model 
developed by Bohr-' , Briet and Signer \ The model was first 
7) 
applied successfully by Fernbach et a l / ' ^ to i n t e rp re t 
sca t te r ing and absorption of 90 MeV neutrons by a range of 
nuc l e i . They were able to obtain reasonable agreementwith 
the measured t o t a l cross-sect ions for a range of nuclei from 
Lithium to Uranium, using a s i ng l e -pa r t i c l e complex square-
well p o t e n t i a l . 
•©vidence in favour of the aop l i cab i l i t y of the optical-model 
Q \ 
in the low-energy region f i r s t came when Ford and Bohm ^ 
examined the zero-energy t o t a l c ross-sec t ions as a function of 
mass number. They observed that the cross-sect ions shov^  broad 
resonances now referred t o as 'giant resonances ' . However, the 
app l i cab i l i t y of the model in the low-energy region was taken 
up ser iously only a f t e r Barshall et a l . " ^ presented the energy 
averaged neutron cross-sect ions in the energy range 0.1 to 3 MeV, 
for a number of elements. The t o t a l (energy averaged) c ros s -
sections when plot ted as a function of ta rget mass number, A, 
were foxmd to exhibit 'giant resonances ' , t h e i r posi t ions 
varying in a regular way with the t a r g e t mass number. This data 
was explained reasonably well by Feshbach, Porter and 
10) Weisskopf in terms of a simple complex p o t e n t i a l . These 
authors were a lso able to provide a physical basis to the model 
by re la t ing the imaginary par t with the compound nucleus 
formation. Thus the concept of absorption was extended t o 
i nc lude a l l nuc l ea r r e a c t i o n s , i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g and even 
a p a r t (compound e l a s t i c ) of t h e e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g . 
This success e s t a h l i s h e d t h e u se fu lnes s of the o p t i c a l -
model, and t h e r e a f t e r i t was app l ied t o a wide r ange of n u c l e a r 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . As the p r e c i s i o n of the d a t a i nc reased and t h e 
energy range extended t h e model was r e f ined hy rounding off 
11 ) t he edges , hy c o n c e n t r a t i n g t h e Imaginary Par t nea r t h e 
12 1 "^  1H- ^ 
n u c l e a r su r face » -•» ' , by i nc lud ing t h e s p i n - o r b i t 
c o u p l i n g ^ » ' ' ^ » ' ' ^ \ by invoking i - s p l n effects '* ^ ' ^^^ and by 
t a k i n g i n t o account d e v i a t i o n s from s p h e r i c a l shape » » '^ \ 
The op t ica l -mode l p o t e n t i a l ob ta ined by ana lys ing the 
s c a t t e r i n g da t a i s phenomenological i n t h e sense t h a t i t s 
parameters a r e found by opt imis ing the f i t t o the exper imenta l 
d a t a and not from some b a s i c t h e o r y . The p o t e n t i a l thus 
determined i s u s e f u l , bu t i t i s always d e s i r a b l e to put i t on 
a more fundamental b a s i s , and t o d e r i v e i t as f a r as p o s s i b l e 
from the known n u c l e a r dynamics us ing t h e nucleon-nucleon 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . This i s d e s i r a b l e not only t o uni fy our theory 
of nuc l ea r r e a c t i o n s bu t i s a l s o expected t o be h e l p f u l in 
r e so lv ing c e r t a i n d i f f i c u l t i e s and ambigu i t i e s p r e sen t in the 
op t i ca l -mode l p o t e n t i a l determined pure ly from t h e 
phenomenological analyses of t h e d a t a . 
5 
2. The Gross Structure Problem 
As already mentioned the cent ra l theme of t he o p t i c a l -
model i s t o replace t he complicated and highly involved 
in te rac t ion of the incident nucleon with the t a rge t nucleus "by 
a complex one-body po ten t i a l (to he cal led as t he optical-model 
p o t e n t i a l ) which varies ra ther smoothly with energy of the 
p ro jec t i l e and target mass number A. The po ten t i a l i s taken 
to be complex in order tha t i t s imaginary part accounts for 
the i ne l a s t i c and compound nuclear processes allov/ed by the 
select ion rules for strong in te rac t ion and the conservation 
laws. 
At low incident nucleon energies , the c ross - sec t ions , i f 
measured with fine resolut ion instruments are found to 
f luc tuate wildly with even minute changes in the energy. 
Therefore, a simple, s ingle p a r t i c l e optical-model po t en t i a l 
should not be expected to reoroduce these rapid f luctuat ions 
which are due t o the sharply peaked resonances. As discussed 
below, the op t ica l model, in the low energy region, i s concerned 
with the energy averages of various cross-sect ions which vary 
smoothly with energy. 
The r e l a t i o n between the energy averaged and the ac tua l 
cross-sect ions can be understood more c lea r ly by following the 
6 
10^ 
approach due to Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf '^ . They 
neglected the spin of the nucleon for the sake of s impl i c i ty . 
Their formulation can, however, be extended readi ly to 
pa r t i c l e s with snin without much changes. 
In the p a r t i a l wave analysis of t h e sca t t e r ing s t a t e 
nroblem the various sca t te r ing cross-sect ions are determined 
in terms of the S-matrix 5i^^^ j which i s a function of the 
incident nucleon energy E . Obviously S^C^) embodies in 
i t s e l f the modifications induced in t he spher ica l ly outgoing 
wave by the in te rac t ion p o t e n t i a l . At low energies the 
quantity S^C^) is a rapidly varying function of energy 
(I t has complex poles whose r e a l and imaginary par t s determine> 
respec t ive ly , the posit ions and ^d-dth of resonances in the 
c ross - sec t ions ) , therefore , the c ross - sec t ions , which are 
re la ted to i t as shown below, a lso f luc tua te wildly with energy 
in th i s energy region. Denoting by (j^ > O^ and 0^ , the 
t o t a l , reaction and e l a s t i c cross-sec t ions of the sca t tered 
neutrons respect ive ly , we haver 
o-=iijX(2ti-o[2(i3t(i-s^)]5Xa;' , ^2') 
a- = JL S (2U0 I I - s j ^ = I - ^ S (2.2) 
auci crj = ^(ti -^ (Tr , (2-^) 
7 
where <J^^ , 0^ and C^ are the corresponding c r o s s -
sections for t h e i-th p a r t i a l wave and fe i s the wave number 
in the centre of mass system. 
We define the average S (E) of a quanti ty S(E) as 
follows: 
s(E) = -^ [ s(EOcle% (zs)' 
where A is the averaging energy i n t e r v a l and i s supposed to 
be suf f ic ien t ly large compared t o the average separation 
dis tance D between resonances so as t o include a large number 
of resonances in the averaging. This makes S(.E) i n sens i t i ve 
to the exact s ize of the averaging i n t e r v a l . 
Application of the above mentioned averaging procedure t o 
the TDartial c ross -sec t ions , and noting tha t the averaging 
intei 'val i s not so large tha t ft-varies s ign i f i can t ly over i t , 
leads to the following equations : 
^ r i ^ X (21+1) [ 2 ^ ( 1 - S , ) ] ; (2-^) 
0^ ^ i = .X (2t+l)[ i i~St lV i ' s T l ' - l s i r ] . (2-8) 
8 
A comparison of the above equations with eqs . (2.1)-(2'3) 
suggests an "average" problem, where the cross-sect ions are 
obtained a f te r replacing S(, by "s^ . Denoting by the 
symbol C ) the cross-sec t ions of t h i s average problem we 
have? 
a^^ = <o:^^>" a:/t , (210) 
and 5^^ = <0^^) + 0 ^ / , (2.ii) 
where Q7^ i s cal led the f luctuat ion c ross -sec t ion . 
The optical-model po ten t i a l in the low-energy region i s 
defined as tha t po ten t ia l which would give r i s e t o the average 
co l l i s i on matrix St . Such a po ten t i a l would obviously be 
complex even below the f i r s t i n e l a s t i c threshold (where j S t l - l 
and cr^  - o ), since 5t cannot be uni ty unless there 
are no f luctuat ions present in the c ross -sec t ion . The 
absorption cross-sect ion a r i s ing from such a complex op t i ca l -
model po t en t i a l tiius consis ts of two p a r t s : 
io-/} = a=/ + o^ ,^  . (2-12) 
s 
The first part CC. ^  represents real inelastic processes 
' r 
while the second (jz^ contr ibutes to the e l a s t i c sca t te r ing 
as i s c lear from eq. (2.11) . Since /CTr^y measures the 
probabi l i ty of the removal of a p a r t i c l e from the entrance 
a 
channel, O^ ^ must represent a process where a p a r t i c l e i s 
absorbed and subsequently re-emitted in the e l a s t i c channel. 
This suggests that CT^ t i s equal t o (j-J- , the compound 'ce 2 ) 
e l a s t i c corss-sec t ion \ Then ^(Ty^} must be 0^^ , the 
cross-sect ion for t h e formation of compound nucleus. Thus we 
can wr i te ? 
These equations hold only at low energies . As the energy 
increases , the width of the resonances become of the orderr of 
the separation dis tance, then the quanti ty Q - ^ vanishes so 
t ha t : 
and Q-y^'- ^^ ip-^y- ilAiy) 
In t h i s l imi t the absorption cross-section; , as obtained from 
the optical-model po t en t i a l , equals the average react ion 
cross-sect ion e t c . As the energy of the incident nucleon 
10 
increases further the overlap between the resonances 'become; 
so large that there i s no need for averaging the c ross -
sections . 
h. Phenomenological Optical-Model Po ten t i a l 
In the phenomenological determination of o p t i c a l - p o t e n t i a l , 
f i r s t a p laus ible form of the po ten t i a l which contains a number 
of parameters i s assumed: best values of these parameters are 
then determined by comparing the predict ions of such a 
po ten t i a l with the experimental da ta . 
The simplest form i s the complex square well p o t e n t i a l 
1 0) 
used by Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf. ^ This i s only of 
h i s t o r i c a l i n t e r e s t now. The development of fas t e lec t ronic 
computers has made i t possible t o oerform calcula t ions with 
po t en t i a l of almost any a rb i t r a ry shape. Most of the 
Dhenomenological analyses have been performed, for the p-nucleus 
sca t te r ing data, with an op t ica l po t en t i a l of the form ^' " •': 
V(r) = Ve(^)- Ui;(^^f?v.Gv)-Ul^v- 4 W. a„ A , ) f^  (r, (?w. ^w) 
11 
where U, W^  and Wj denote, respect ive ly , the r e a l , 
imaginary volume and surface depths, f^  and f^^  are the 
form factors corresponding t o the cent ra l r e a l said imaginary 
par ts of 1he optical-model p o t e n t i a l . The l a s t term i s t h e 
sp in-orh i t potentiaJl which is taken t o account for la rge 
21 22 2^ ) po la r i sa t ions observed in the sca t te r ing of nucleons ' ' ~^  . 
The quant i t ies V^^ and Wj.^ ,, (the l a t t e r i s taken to be 
zero at low energies) are respec t ive ly , the r e a l and 
imaginary strength parameters, ( ^/w^rC ) i s the JT -meson 
Gompton wavelength, (t i s the Pauli spin operator and / 
is the o rb i t a l angular momentum operator of the incident 
nucleon, Vc(^) i s the Coulomb po ten t i a l experienced by the 
incoming charged nucleon due t o an extended charge d i s t r i b u -
t ion in the target nucleus, which would obviously vanish for 
the case of incident neutrons. 
The form fac to r s , defined by the functions f, are 
If 
generally taken to be the Saxon-Woods type: 
r - P. M - 1 f,(>>R.,ao- [i-He.K-~f-)]' , (4 2) 
where O-i i s the diffuseness parameter and the halfway radius 
R: i s often expressed as R^  = r.- A'^ ^ e t c . with A as t he 
t a rge t mass number. 
In addition to the cen t ra l and sp in-orb i t terras, 
phenomenological analyses indica te the existence of a symmetry 
1^ 
term'''V^. It is found that the central real depth of the 
potential is different for neutrons and protons and depends on 
the neutron excess in the target nucleus. The symmetry term 
\4 which modifies the central depth, could be explained by 
postulating an isospin term in the nucleon-nucleus potential 
of the forra'''^ ^ 
where t and T are the isospin vectors of the incident 
particle and target nucleus respectively. This gives a term 
Yj (N-z)/A in the proton potential and also a similar term 
- Vi (N-z.)/A in the neutron potential. For the sake of 
convenience the form factor of this symmetry term is assumed to 
be the same as that of the real central term. Thus the well 
depth for an incident proton is large as compared to a neutron. 
There is one more factor which contributes positively to 
the proton real well depth. This arises due to the momentum 
dependence of the potential. For the same total energy, protons 
have a smaller momentum than neut370ns due to the repulsive 
Coulomb potential and, therefore, experience a slightly more 
attractive potential ' \ Using an effective mass 
approximation with m* ^ 0.7m, the depth of the proton 
IT-
Dotential i s found t o be enhanced by O.^xZ/A^-^. 
In the l igh t of the above the depth of the rea l par t of 
the po ten t i a l i s f requently wr i t ten as : 
U = U^  ± cX ( M - Z ) / A + P > Z / ^ V 3 _ ^ E . (if-4) 
Independent analyses of the data for one type of target 
nucleus at various energies or for many different nuclei at 
one energy would generally produce wide fluctuation in the 
parameters with mass number and energy. In crder to obtain 
meaningful information, it is necessary to impose some 
constraint on the parameters and then determine optimum values 
for the remaining parameters. In "fixed geometry" analyses 
the radial parameters are fixed to some average value and the 
strengths are optimised. With large, fast computers, it is 
now Dossible to carry out a simultaneous analysis of several 
sets of data for various target nuclei and at various incident 
nucleon energies, this procedure is often called as a 'global 
analysis'. The particular potentials obtained by optimising 
fit to the data of a single target nucleus at a single energy 
have been compiled by Perey and Perey ^ , We shall discuss 
briefly, in the following, only the parameter trends as obtained 
by fixed geometry or global analyses which give simultaneous 
14 
f i t s to the data of a wide range of nuclei over some energy 
i n t e r v a l . 
Accurate sca t te r ing data ' in the very low energy region 
exis ts only for incident neutrons, and the optical-model 
analyses which include polar i sa t ion data as well , indicate a 
preference for pure surface absorption. Relat ively more 
convincing evidence for surface peaking of the imaginary 
po ten t i a l came from the studies of s-wave neutron s t rength 
function data analysed by Rahman Khan ^ and Moldauer . 
Further support for the surface absorption has a r i sen in several 
27.^8) 
analyses ' ^'~ ' o f d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sect ion and polar i sa t ion 
data in the energy region 1-2^ MeV, using a constrained form 
for the spin-orbi t p o t e n t i a l . The most de ta i l ed analys is of 
the proton sca t te r ing data in the low energy region i s due to 
21+) Perey . Analysing the data in the energy region O.M- to 
pL.) 22.2 MeV, Perey finds tha t the volume and surface imaginary 
form factors are almost indis t inguishable as far as the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections are concerned. However, the 
polar i sa t ion data i s f i t t ed somewhat b e t t e r by a surface-
absorption po t en t i a l . 
Extensive analyses^'^*^'-^ ' of the sca t te r ing data in the 
energy region 3 0 - 6 0 MeV have been ca r r i ed out in terms of 
iDhenomenological p o t e n t i a l s . I t i s found tha t '^^  a mixture of 
of volume and surface a'bsorption is needed and that the 
imaginary radius is much larger than the real radius. The 
analyses-^  * that include polarisation data also, require that 
R5 < Rv and as < CLy • An extensive analysis hy Fricke 
et al. at ^ 0 MeV has given the following average geometry 
parameters : 
av= 0-75^w , aw- 0'63^M , a,= o-yss^m . 
32 ,33 ; 
This geometry also give good f i t s to the data at ^0 MeV and 
— 61 MeV. A global analysis by Becchetti-"-^ ^ for the proton 
sca t te r ing from a wide range of nuclei in the energy region 
10 - ^0 MeV gives r i s e t o the following set of parameters: 
P ^ 1. 17 A'^ -f^ n , 1?^  = i.32 A"^-fm , R^  = \.o\ A"^ -fw ^ 
Qv= 0-lS \-m , a w = 0-5-1 i- 0-7(N-z) / ; \ '^7 as= 075-fw, 
V^^= 6 2 MeV ^ W^= 0 2 2 E - 2'7 MeV , 
(J = 54 0 r 24 0 (A / -Z : ) /A + 0 ' 4 2 / A " 3 - 0"52 t MeV^ 
iA/^ = l i e + IZO ( N - z ) / ^ . -0-2 5 E MeV, 
C4-t) 
l b 
The predicted reaction c ross - sec t ion .da ta i s found to be qui te 
sens i t ive ly dependent on t he imaginary iiffuseness-^ tif)^ rj^ hg 
analysis by Menet et a l . , which include accurate reaction 
cross-sect ion data gives the following se t of parameters for 
the imaginary po t en t i a l : 
a w 
= 0-75 + I'O ( ' ^ - ^ ) / A - 0-(^^8E -fm ;, 
(4.7) 
Relat ively recent ly an a l t e r n a t i v e approach known as the 
folding model has been developed by Greenlees et al-; ' - '^ ' . 
In t h i s , the r ea l ?ar t of the optical-model p o t e n t i a l , except 
for t h e depth, which i s t r ea ted as a parameter, i s obtained 
by folding the nucleon-nucleon p o t e n t i a l over the matter 
d i s t r ibu t ion of the ta rge t nucleus. The imaginary par t of t he 
po ten t i a l i s determined phsnomenologically. The important 
r esu l t from the folding model analyses i s that t he s ca t t e r ing 
data determine only the volume i n t e g r a l per p a r t i c l e and the 
i ' /2 
r. m.s. radius of the r ea l p o t e n t i a l "^RAA and <T ^^ p 
ifi If2 If ^  ) 
respec t ive ly . This is a lso supported by many s tudies * >-->'' 
of proton sca t t e r ing in the range 1 0 - ^ 0 MeV which have used 
both the conventional optical-model and the folding 
procedure. 
IT 
h. Outline of the Present Work 
From the discussion given so far i t must he c lear tha t 
the s p i r i t of the optical-model i s "tb-explain the nucleon 
e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data on medium and heavy weight nucle i 
over a wide range of energies in terms of a complex one body-
po ten t i a l whish is ra ther simple and in addition depends only 
slowly on the energy E and the ta rge t mass number A. 
Unfortunately extensive opt ical-maiel analyses show that in 
p rac t i ce t h i s idea l i s not ful ly r ea l i s ed . I t would be 
discussed in de t a i l s l a t e r tha t the op t ica l po ten t ia l s determined 
from phenomenological analyses are not unique and moreover 
t h e i r parameter values are sometimes found t o show a 
super f i c ia l ly strong E- and A- dependencies. This has lead 
to the general r e a l i s a t i o n that perhaps the conventional purely 
phenoraenological approaches a r e insuf f ic ien t for obtaining 
a fu l ly sa t i s fac tory optical-model p o t e n t i a l . This is a 
discomforting s i tua t ion as the optical-model wavefunctions 
play an important role in nuclear s t ruc tu re studies through 
DWBA and s imilar analyses. 
An a l t e rna t ive to the pure phenomenology i s the t heo re t i ca l 
calculat ion of the op t i ca l -po ten t i a l from some basic N-N 
in te rac t ion and in recent years some attempts have been made 
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in th i s d i r ec t ion . However, aS might be guessed, such an 
approach embodies in i t s e l f a l l the complexities of the many-
body dynamics and that too with the ambiguities present in 
the determination of the basic N-N interact ion. . Moreover, the 
t heo re t i ca l ly calculated po ten t ia l s are found to depend ra the r 
s trongly on the spec i f ic features of the ta rge t nucleus 
involved in the ca lcu la t ion , v io la t ing the very s r ) i r i t of 
having a smoothly A- and E- dependent p o t e n t i a l . In view of 
th i s we are of the opinion tha t a semi-pehnomenological 
approach, where the phenomenology incorporates some important 
cha rac t e r i s t i c s of the formal opt ica l po t en t i a l (the op t ica l 
po ten t i a l produced by formal reaction theor i e s ) i s more 
appropriate and i s attempted in t h i s work. 
Since the f i r s t appl icat ion of the optical-model at low 
energies many reaction formalisms have been developed to 
understand the optical-model phenomena in nuclear sca t te r ing 
and a l so to obtain a formal expression for the optical-model 
p o t e n t i a l . All such attempts predic t two importajit 
cha rac te r i s t i c s of the t h e o r e t i c a l op t i ca l po ten t i a l (hereafter 
referred t o as the basic po ten t i a l^ . Namely tha t i t i s 
nonlocal and i n t r i n s i c a l l y energy dependent. As both the above 
cha rac te r i s t i c s play a p ivo ta l role in most of the work 
described here we discuss them in some d e t a i l in Chapter I I , 
1 C; 
^ a f te r reviewing the der ivat ion of the expression for the 
"basic Dotential within the framework of Feshhach's unified 
theory of nuclear reac t ions . The important point which 
emergces out as: a consequence of the i n t r i n s i c energy 
dependence is tha t the basic po ten t i a l s a t i s f i e s a dispers ion 
re la t ion which implies tha t the r e a l and imaginary par ts of 
the po ten t i a l are not t o t a l l y independent. 
In Chapter I I I , a f te r summarising the fa i lures and 
shortcomings of the commonly used loca l and nonlocal 
p o t e n t i a l s , an attempt i s made to construct a local o p t i c a l -
model po ten t i a l which approximately takes in to account both 
the nonlocal i ty and the i n t r i n s i c energy dependence of the 
bas ic nonlocal p o t e n t i a l . This leads us t o a dispers ion 
re la t ion (Sect. (3»^)) for t h e equivalent loca l optical-model 
po t en t i a l (ELOP), to be iden t i f i ed with the local phenoraeno-
l o g i c a l optical-model p o t e n t i a l . This dispersion r e l a t ion 
makes cer ta in in te res t ing p red ic t ions . The one which i n t e r e s t s 
us most, here i s that the geometry of the r ea l op t ica l p o t e n t i a l 
denends on that of the imaginary oo ten t i a l ra ther s i g n i f i c a n t l y . 
More speciflLcally, we show in Chapter IV tha t the dispers ion 
re l a t ion for SLOP predic ts the existence of a surface-peaked 
term in the r e a l par t of t h e opt ica l po t en t i a l as a r e su l t of 
the phenomenologically observed surface-peaking in the imaginary 
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part of the low-energy optical-model p o t e n t i a l . A de ta i led 
analysis shows tha t t h i s r ea l surface term is important in 
some energy regions and i t seems to explain cer ta in features 
of the Droton-nucleus sca t t e r ing . Thus the findings of t h i s 
chapter suggest tha t a more appropriate optical-model 
po t en t i a l would be the one that accounts for the predicted 
surface-peaking in the r e a l opt ica l p o t e n t i a l . 
To t e s t the predict ions of Chapter IV, we make an op t i ca l -
model analys is of p- Ca sca t te r ing data at ten energies 
from 1 7 to h^.5 MeV, using a modified r e a l po ten t i a l tha t 
contains a r ea l surface-peaked term. The geometry of the l a t t e r 
i s taken to be the same as that of the surface imaginary 
po ten t i a l a t t he corresponding energy. A leas t "X -analysis 
of the data, which t r e a t s the strength of the r ea l surface 
term as a free parameter shows that the r e a l surface depth 
follows quite closely the pat tern predicted by our dispersion 
re la t ion in Chapter IV. A comparison with the exis t ing best 
f i t analyses of the data i s a l so made. The r e s u l t s show that 
qua l i t a t i ve ly b e t t e r f i t s to the d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c and 
polar i sa t ion cross-sect ion data are obtained by using the 
modified r ea l p o t e n t i a l . 
Next we come t o the other topic of our inves t iga t ion v i z : 
the £ = (N - Z)/A - dependence of the imaginary part of the 
2i 
optical-model p o t e n t i a l . This i s described in Chapter VI. 
The important point v/hich has been made is that Thomas-Fermi 
gas model for nuclei explains nicely the observed £ -dependence 
in the proton imaginary p o t e n t i a l . This suggests tha t though 
very simple, yet the Thomas-Fermi gas model i s very useful 
in inves t iga t ing the parameter trends in the proton imaginary 
p o t e n t i a l . Further the study also sheds l igh t on the nature 
of the observed ^ -dependence in the imaginary p o t e n t i a l . 
o r -2 
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CHAPTER II 
THE OPTICAL-MODEL POTENTIAL 
2o 
1. Introduction 
As already described in chapter I , the optical-model 
attempts to provide a s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e descr ipt ion of the 
sca t te r ing phenomenon in the e l a s t i c channel. In th i s model, 
a complex one-body po ten t ia l i s introduced; the rea l and 
imaginary parts of which largely descr ibe the propagation of 
the incident nucleon in the average nuclear f i e ld of t he 
t a rge t and the presence of much more complicated processes 
such as the compound nucleus formation, t a rge t exci ta t ion e t c . 
respec t ive ly . This suggests tha t for a t h e o r e t i c a l under-
standing of the moi-el the most appropriate react ion formalism 
should be the one tJiat separates out the s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e and 
the compound nuclear aspects of the nucleon-nucleus co l l i s ion 
in as explicitamanner asispossible. From th i s point of view, 
1 2) Feshbach 's unified theory of nuclear react ions * ^ seems to 
us t o be the most appropriate and has been used in the 
following as the bas is for t h e formal discussion of the 
optical-model. 
In t h i s chapter we give a b r i e f account of Feshbach 's 
theory for the e l a s t i c nucleon-nucleus sca t te r ing and ou t l ine 
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h i s d e r i v a t i o n of t h e g e n e r a l i s e d o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l (GOP) which 
when s u b s t i t u t e d in a one-body Schrodinger equat ion p r o v i d e s , 
in p r i n c i p l e , a complete d e s c r i p t i o n of the phenomena occurr ing 
in t h e e l a s t i c channel (Sect . 2 ) . Then, i n Sec t3 j some 
impor tant p r o p e r t i e s of GOP which a re of our i n t e r e s t have a l so 
been d i s c u s s e d . The i n t r o d u c t i o n of GOP prov ides a l u c i d 
dynamical d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e low-energy resonance s c a t t e r i n g 
phenomena and we use i t t o ob ta in an approximate express ion 
for t h e s c a t t e r i n g m a t r i x . The l a t t e r i s then averaged t o 
ob ta in a s imple r e l a t i o n between t h e GOP and the op t i ca l -mode l 
p o t e n t i a l (Sedfc.^). F i n a l l y , i n S e c t . 5 , we d e r i v e a d i s p e r s i o n 
r e l a t i o n fo r t h e nucleon-nucleus op t i ca l -mode l p o t e n t i a l . 
2 . Feshbach ' s Theory of t h e B l a s t i c 
Nucleon-Nucleus S c a t t e r i n g 
The problem of the e l a s t i c nuc leon-nucleus s c a t t e r i n g may 
be s t a t e d as fo l lows . A nucleon of energy E i s i n c i d e n t on a 
t a r g e t nucleus of mass number A, i n i t s ground s t a t e , which we 
t a k e as the zero of our energy s c a l e . The Hamil tonian , H , of 
our sjrstem may be w r i t t e n as : 
M - KA (vi ,v-., - • • ,r-^  ) .+ T„ + V ^ (2.1) 
where H/\ i s the ta rge t Hamiltonian, To the k ine t i c energy 
operator for the incident nucleon and V the in terac t ion 
po t en t i a l between the incident nucleon and the nueleons of the 
t a r g e t . The l a s t i s assumed to be the sum of the basic two-body 
in terac t ion po ten t i a l •^ CY-o,r,-), 
A 
V= 2 "^C^-.n). (2.2) 
The co-ordinates Yc^s whjch include pos i t ion , spin and i so topic 
spin re fe r for i + o . t o the nueleons bound in the t a r g e t and 
for -i-o , t o the incident nucleon. 
The Schrodinger equation which i s t o be solved for the 
sca t te r ing s t a t e s of the incident nucleon i s j 
CE-H)f=o . (23) 
In order to describe the incident channel djmamics explicitly, 
we expand the total wave function ^ in terms of the complete 
set of target states ^^ with eigen energies 6^ (as stated 
6o = 0 on our energy scale ): 
1 = 0 
The above expansion i s de f i c i en t in one r e spec t . I t does not 
sa t i s fy the requirements of the antisymmetrisation between the 
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incident nucleon and the aucleons in the target. It has, 
1 2) hwever, been shown by Feshbach ' ^ that when a fully 
antisymmetrised expansion for ^ is considered the scattering 
formalism develops essentially along the same lines as with the 
expansion (2.^ )» And, moreover, the structure of the final 
expressions in the two cases is quite the same. Therefore, 
for the Sake of simplicity, we use the expansion (2.^) in the 
following and mention at appropriate places the modifications 
necessitated by the fall antisymmetrisation. 
Inserting the expansion (2A) into the eq. (2.3) we 
immediately obtain an infinite set of coupled equations for the 
U^ i's , We are, however, interested only in the incident 
channel phenomena described by Uo(n) • The essential point in 
Feshbach's approach »^ ^ is to isolate Mo ('''•>) from other 
amplitudes and derive an equation for it. To achieve this he 
introducedL the projection operators p and Q. that projects 
onto and off the incident channel respectively: 
ai -- Ci- P)f • C2-^-b) 
Obviously p\ P , Q'^:^ Q and R Q - Q. P ~ 0 , Writing 
p c 
t h e wave equat ion a s : 
( f ^_ E ) (P-hQ ) f =0 ( 2 6 ) 
and us ing t h e above s t a t e d p r o p e r t i e s of t h e p r o j e c t i o n 
operators we o b t a i n ; 
(£ - f^p,)P^ = ^ p « ® ^ ^ C^-7) 
(e- H^JQi' - /-^fi^^f > (28) 
where Hpp = /^/^/^, Hg^^=Ql-tQ and Hgj^  = QA^P= /-/PQ • 
The eq . ( 2 .8 ) may be so lved formal ly t o g i v e ^ 
(£ - Hafl) 
wJiere t - E+^'O ; ^ —> 0"^  . The term t >; in t h e 
denominator of eq . (2 .9 ) ensures t h a t Q'^ g ives only o u t -
going waves i n the e x i t channels^ ^ U^ (TV.) C ^ ' ^ U -
S u b s t i t u t i n g eq. (2 .9 ) i n eq . ( 2 .7 ) we get t h e fo l lowing 
equation fo r Pi^ : 
(£ - Hpp - f^p^ .---J. 14 ) p f . o . (2/0) 
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Further using eq. (2.1 ) gtnd the exp l i c i t expression for P'-
we may wr i te the eq. (2.10) as ^ 
[£- To- Moo - ( 4 / ^ ^ ~~—. r ^^l^o) 'Hi-r,yso , {211) 
where 
V,, = C4 / ^ /0. ) . (2-/3) 
We are thus lead to a one-hody Schrodinger equation (2,12) 
which exhaustively describes the e l a s t i c channel phenomena 
through the wavefunction 'lioCn) . The e l a s t i c channel dynamics 
i s ful ly control led by the ' p o t e n t i a l ' ; 
1 2 ^ 
which i s known in th e l i t e r a t u r e » "^  as the generalised op t i ca l 
p o t e n t i a l . I t is a s i ng l e -pa r t i c l e po ten t i a l which when 
subst i tu ted in the one-body Schrodinger equation would, in 
p r inc ip le , provide a complete descr ipt ion of the e l a s t i c 
s c a t t e r i n g . 
I t should, however, be rea l i sed tha t the s impl ic i ty of 
eq. (2.12) i s misleading. The po ten t i a l term occurring in i t i s 
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a complicated one-lDody operator, the exact evaluation of which 
e n t a i l s a l l the complications of the nuclear many-body problem. 
Before proceeding further i t i s b e t t e r t o be c lear about 
some of our no ta t ions . The round brackets imply in tegra t ion 
over the ta rge t co-ordinates only. Whereas the ahgular brackets 
d ^ o t e an in tegrat ion over the co-ordinates of a l l the nucleions 
pa r t i c ipa t ing in the s c a t t e r i n g . 
3» The Generalised Optical Po ten t ia l 
In t h i s Section we discuss some important propert ies of the 
generalised op t i ca l po ten t i a l (GOP) as introduced in the 
previous sec t ion . 
From eq. (2,^h) i t i s evident tha t ^ , ( £ ) contains terms 
tha t behave quite d i f fe ren t ly with incident nucleon energy £ . 
The f i r s t term Voo does not exp l i c i t l y depend on E , while 
the second one varies veiy rapidly with E i f the spectrum of 
the system defined by the Hamiltonian H^Q i s dense. 
Provided t h a t the N-N in te rac t ion i s a sof t core loca l p o t e n t i a l 
and that the effects of the i den t i t y of incident nucleon ccHild 
be neglected (which we have agreed to do a t l e a s t for the time 
being) , then l/,,^  = Vao (n) i s a loca l s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e po t en t i a l 
tha t does not depend on £ . 
0(^ 
In order to study It (B) in some detail, we expand the 
inverse operator C^^- ^aa )~' in terms of the eigenfunctions 
of Haa • In general the spectrum of HQQ, consists of a 
discrete part and a continuum. Let the eigenfunctions of the 
discrete part be ^ with eigenvalues £ : 
and the eigenfunctions for the continuum states be ^C^U) with 
the eigenvalues B , where A labels the states having common 
energy E : 
Using eqs. (3«1 ) and (3.2) we can write t^ (£) as; 
CO 
6/ 
Recalling that j 
we obtain the following expression for the real and imaginary 
parts of i^Ce): 
' °° 5 (6-E5) 
CO 
The above equations show that '^^(^) is complex with a negative 
definite imaginary part. Physically this imaginary part comes 
from processes where the incident nucleon leaves the entrance 
channel because of the coupling Qv and is emitted in one of 
the possible exit channels. Of course, this does not happen 
unless the energy £^6, * Hence i^  (£) is hermitian for 
energies below the first inelastic threshold. 
Also, by letting v^ (E ) operate on u^ (r^) and using 
Q- ^ /^ ) (cp'/ 1 it can be easily shown that the second 
'^ ° ' ' If) term in it is nonlocal . 
An important characteristic of ^.CB) which we exploit 
later is its analytical structure in the complex £ -plane. 
From eq. (3.3) it follows that iJ^Ca) is analytic in the upper 
half of the ecxnplex £ -plane, has poles on the real E -axis 
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for E C '=1 > possesses a cut on the r e a l E -axis which 
commences at £"^ £; , and goes upto i n f i n i t y . 
Further, a subs t i tu t ion of eq. (3.6) in eq. (3«5) shows 
that t h e rea l ahd imaginary par t s of Vo(£) s a t i s fy the 
following r e l a t i o n : 
^ i (E- Es) 
CO 
I t should he mentioned here tha t the ahove dispersion r e l a t i on 
may also be obtained without recourse t o a react ion foimalism 
by invoking the causa l i ty consideration^ , 
I t has been already mentioned tha t the low-energy nucleon-
nucleus sca t te r ing is character ised by the appearsmce of 
i so la ted sharply peaked resonances. The frequency as well as 
the width of these resonances increases with ihe incident 
nucleon energy such tha t they begin to overlap. As the energy 
further increases , the overlap becomes so large t h a t a l l 
v io lent f luctuat ions of i so la ted resonances disappear and "the 
cross-sect ions begin t o vary smoothly with energy (This happens 
a t ahout 20 MeV for a medium weight nucleus), and we reach the 
continuum s tage . 
1 2) 
As shown in d e t a i l by Feshbach » , the above mentioned 
eha rac t e r i s t i e features of F-nucleus s ca t t e r i ng can be n ice ly 
described in terms of the general ised op t i ca l p o t e n t i a l . He 
shows tha t i t i s possible t o regard ikC£) as a sum of two 
terms: one depending very weakly and the other strongly on the 
ffliergy of the incident nucleon (They are e s sen t i a l ly the f i r s t 
and the second terms in eq. (2 .1^ ) ) , The former la rge ly 
describes the so cal led ' p o t e n t i a l ' s c a t t e r i ng , i . e . t h a t part 
of the sca t t e r ing -vftiich var ies smoothly with energy and forms 
the background for the resonances, while the l a t t e r gives r i s e 
to resonances. According t o t h i s approach a resonance in the 
cross-sect ion occurs when the energy of the incident p a r t i c l e 
i s c lose to a pole of ^C^) in the complex £ - p l a n e . 
Hiysically th i s means t ha t the resonances are caused by the 
formation of quasi-bound s t a t e s of the incident nucleon in the 
f ie ld of the excited t a rge t nucleus . As the energy increases 
the pole densi ty also increases and moreover they begin t o move 
^ 6) downward from the r ea l B - a x i s ^ ' ^ of the complex £ -plgoie 
( I t should be mentioned t h a t the poles l i e on the unphysical 
shee t s ) . Bue to t h i s the v io len t f luctuat ions in the energy 
dependent par t of V^(^) diminish© and the corresponding 
cross-sect ions become smoother and smoother. Thus the form of 
eq. (2.1^) for i tC^) i s very appropriate for describing the 
resonances in the sca t te r ing of low-energy nucleons from nuc l e i . 
se 
I t i s t h i s feature that d i s t inguishes 1^ ^ C£) from the 
phenomenological optical-model p o t e n t i a l which (at low energies) 
describes merely the ayerage c ross - sec t ions . However, at 
suf f ic ien t ly high energies , where resonances broaden and c ross -
sections vary smoothly, '^ 9.(^3 may toe iden t i f i ed with the 
1 ) 
optical-model po ten t i a l . 
In Secti. 5> ^e show t h a t , even in the resonance energy 
region y- (E) can be re la ted t o the optical-model p o t e n t i a l , 
using i t s ana ly t i ca l proper t ies which follow from eq. (3»3)» 
If. The Optical-Model Poten t ia l 
I t has a l ready been discussed, in Chapter I , t h a t in the 
low-energy region optical-model i s concerned with the energy 
averages of the nucleon-nucleus sca t te r ing c ross - sec t ions . In 
t h i s model a complex one-body p o t e n t i a l , Vip , i s 
introduced such that the t r a n s i t i o n amplitude 7^ , calculated 
from the schrbdinger equation 1 
(where X denotes the optical-model wavefunction) sa t i s f i e s 
the r e l a t i o n : 
^ = < ^^^O ' (A-2) 
O F " 
where <^ T(£)> denotes the energy average of the actual 
transition amplitude T(.£) • The averaging is performed over 
a suitable energy interval with respect to a properly 
7 ) 
normalised weight function f (E , £ ) , such thaf^ ^: 
(T(£)y = fuE,E')T(B')dE (^ •5) 
An example of a proper weight function (rectangular)is the 
one used by Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf in their original 
paper \ But to avoid the affect of sharp cut off, it is 
7) 
simpler to use the Lorentzian form for fi^''^)'-
( £ - £ ) ^ + ( 1 / 2 ) ^ 
where I - ZA/jj and A i s the width of the energy averaging 
8) i n t e r v a l . Cauchy's theorem shows tha t t h i s weight function 
has the proper ty , 
00 
I f ( f , £ 0 F(E)dE ^ FiE + ir/z) ^ 
-00 
for a function F(E) which has no poles in the upper ha l f plane 
and s a t i s f i e s ce r t a in c r i t e r i a of boundedness. 
3£ 
Using the def in i t ion of the optical-model po ten t i a l 
described above, we, in the following obtain an approximate 
expression for the average t r a n s i t i o n amplitude and then r e l a t e 
the generalised op t i ca l po t en t i a l with t h e optical-model 
p o t e n t i a l . 
For t h i s we wr i te the generalised op t i ca l p o t e n t i a l a s : 
where V, i^) ^ C<^JVQ-j J~~- ^ ^ / ^ . ) . (^7J 
The Schrodinger equation for U^ (TO ) maj now be wr i t ten a s , 
(E- Z - K, )U, (n) = V; (B) a, (ri) , (^.8) 
In order t o obtain the T-matrix for the generalised 
op t ica l po ten t i a l '^(^) as given by eq. (^ .6) , we define the 
sca t te r ing solut ions »^  ~ of the problem represented by the 
l e f t hand side of equation (h,8): 
where the superscr ipts + and - r e fe r respect ive ly to 
outgoing and incoming waves a t i n f i n i t y in addit ion t o the 
incident plane wave. Since t he po ten t i a l V^o i s independent 
3 p. 
of energy , the waveftinctions y ~ describe t ha t par t of + 
'o 
sca t te r ing which vary slowly with IE i . e . the po t en t i a l 
s c a t t e r i n g . The po ten t i a l t r a n s i t i o n amplitude, A, , i s given 
where Xf ^^ a plane wave of energy £ , and both X^ andt^" 
have been normalised on our energy sca le t ha t assumes 6o~'^ • 
The t r a n s i t i on amplitude, TCE) , corresponding to eq . ( ^ .8 ) 
can now be wri t ten down using the stajidard two po ten t i a l 
formula s 
with u / as the sca t t e r ing solution of eq, (^.8) subject t o 
the outgoing wave boundary condi t ion . The sca t te r ing s t a t e 
solut ion U^ i s formally given as : 
where H i s the t o t a l Hamiltonian and £ ^E + i^ with r)-^o+. 
Inser t ing the expression (^.12) for Ht in eq. (^.11 ) we 
'**['his i s because the ingradfiint enter ing in the expression 
(2.13) do not depend on B. 
4G 
inmediately obtain for the T-matrix ; 
TiE) = 7^  f < f~ lv,(B) +• y,iB)~-l— v,(E)j^/y- (4-/3; 
Recalling the properties of Ik (E) , discussed in the last 
section, we note that T(£) is analytic in the upper half of 
the complex f -plane. This follows from the fact that VI(E) 
as well as the inverse operator (£*'-H ) ' would give rise to 
poles that lie in that region of the comple x E -plane for 
which Sm E <, 0 or on the unphysical sheet'' . Hence we can 
maJce use of eq, Q+,5) to calculate the average T-matrix. 
While averaging eq. (^ .13)» we shall assume that all the 
rapid fluctuations of T(E) over the energy interval I are 
contained in the second term, so that the energy dependence of 
Tf, may be disregarded in the small interval I, i.e. we may 
write' ^'T} y - 7^  • In the second term, ^~ also depend: 
upon energy S , but this energy dependence again is very weak 
so that the average can be calculated by applying eq. (^ .5) to 
eq. (lf.13). The result is ; 
This may be easily seen by using the series expansion: 
k) 
(et-MCe)) (£"-//.) (E^-H,) (£'--M,) 
4. 
We sha l l shor t ly give arguments t o show tha t t he contr ibut ion 
due t o V^i^-^-iVx) t o the average (^T(£)y i s expected t o he 
r e l a t i v e l y small and hence i t would not be a bad approximation 
to neglect the term i I/z in the denominator of the 
expression for (^T(E)y as given by eq. (^ .1^) . Having agreed 
to t h i s i t i s easy to see thaf^ ^ s-ince T-matrix given by 
eq. (^.13) follows from the so lu t ion of eq. C+.S), the average 
^T(£)} -matrix would be the solut ion of t h e same equation 
a'^ter replacing V, (£) by ^i L^ + ^ '^U) • The resu l t ing equation 
i s a one-par t ic le Schrodinger equation the solut ion of which 
leads to the average T-matrix (^T(E)} , and i s thus by de f in i t ion 
the optical-model equation. This enables us to ident i fy the 
optical-model po ten t i a l V-. (£) as : 
We now give arguments to j u s t i f y the approximation used 
in obtaining eq. {h»^5). This j u s t i f i c a t i o n comes from the 
10,11) 
work of Greenlees et a l . who find tha t the r ea l par t of the 
po ten t i a l (which dominates the sca t t e r ing at low energies ) i s 
adequately described by the folding model. Since the folding 
model po t en t i a l i s nothing but the f i r s t term Vco of the 
9(1 
I t may be nentioned tha t there ex is t a l t e rna t i ve but ra ther 
lengthy methods in Ihe l i t e r a t u r e for obtaining the r e l a t i o n 
(lf,15) /^eg. r e f s . 7 i / 2 j J . 
generalised opt ica l po t en t i a l i t follows t h a t the dominant 
term in the expression (eq. (k,'\k-))for(J'(£))>l3 Tf, . Hence 
the contribution due t o ^^(£+11/2) in eq« (^.1^) i s expected 
t o be small. 
Since the term l/^ o i s independent of energy, eq. (^.15) 
may be wr i t ten as: 
Averaging of the ac tua l T-matrix i s required only in the 
resonance energy region while for energies £ ^ ^ 2 0 MeV (for 
1 12) 
medium and heavy ta rge t n u c l e i ) , we have '^  
From eq. (^.17) i t follows tha t eq. (^.16) may be regarded as 
providing a re la t ion between the optical-model po t en t i a l and 
the generalised op t ica l p o t e n t i a l for a l l n o n r e l a t i v i s t i c 
pos i t ive energies with the condition tha t I —^  o ±n the high 
energy region (This i s in fact an unnecessary condit ion. Since 
for high energies ^ f^^ i s a slowly varying function of 
energy and a l so I 4I < E , therefore a t high energies eq. ('+.I6) 
holds even i f I ^ 0 ) . 
Optical-fflodel po t en t i a l has a lso been extended •^ * ' t o 
4 t^ 
the negative energy region where i t s r e a l and imaginary par t s 
determine, respec t ive ly , the posi t ion and l i f e time of hound 
single pa r t i c l e s t a t e s . Using the interpretat ion^ '^ of t h e 
generalised op t ica l po t en t i a l and Invoking the intermediate 
model of Lane et al.-^ , Ahmad ^ has obtained an expression for 
the optical-model p o t e n t i a l in the negative energy region. I t 
i s re la ted t o the generalised op t i ca l po ten t i a l through an 
equation s imilar to eq. (^.16), We may, the re fore , conclude 
tha t eq. C+.lS) provides a r e l a t ionsh ip between i^(£) and '^(^) 
for £ }-s ) where S i s the separat ion energy of t he 
nucleon. 
The r e l a t ionsh ip , eq. (U-.16), implies t ha t the poles of 
T^Ce) are shif ted t o the lower ha l f plane by 1/2 in l^^ (£ ) 
as compared t o those in 1^ (£) • Hence the a n a l y t i c i t y of 
V^ (£) in the upper half plane would imply through eq. (^«16) 
tha t Vij, (B) i s analyt ic in the upper ha l f plane as wel l as 
on the r e a l B - a x i s . We sha l l use t h i s property of the 
optical-model po ten t i a l in obtaining a d ispers ion r e l a t i on for 
the nonlocal energy dependent optical-model p o t e n t i a l in the 
next sec t ion . 
1 
Since the negative energy region is not our main concern, 
we shall not enter into a detailed discussion about it. 
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5« Dispersion Relation for the Optical-
Model Poten t ia l 
I t has been shewn in sect- ^ tha t the optical-model 
po ten t i a l ^-^^fJ i s analy t ic in the upper ha l f of the 
ccanplex £ -plane as well as on the r e a l £ - a x i s . This 
property i s now used to derive a dispers ion r e l a t i o n for the 
nonlocal optical-model p o t e n t i a l . 
Lipperheide '^  has also obtained a d ispers ion re l a t ion 
for the optical-model p o t e n t i a l but without extending i t to the 
negative energy region. That, t h i s l imi ta t ion i s unnecessary, 
at: has been shown by Ahmad . The treatment given below follows 
quite closely the one given in ref . 
Let us define a function -fC^) : 
where l^oo i s a constant term, such tha t l-fC£)\~^o as B—^OO 
(The term Voo here may be taken to be the same constant 
term as occurring in eq. (^.15) i f i(^^ defined above 
s a t i s f i e s the required property, otherwise a fur ther subtract ion 
would become necessary) . 
Since 1^ (£) i s ana ly t ic in the upper ha l f of the 
complex /? -plane as wel l as on the r ea l £ - a x i s , the re fore , 
ji£) through eq. (5*1) would also have the same ana ly t i c a l 
4£ u 
proper t i e s . Hence, applying Cauchy's theorem \ i(^) can 
be wri t ten a s : 
oo 
2ni J (^B'-E.-I-T.7]) 
-co 
where £ is real and r) —> o'^ . Taking the real part of 




Since ^m ihp C£)-D for energies £= ^ - s , where S 
i s the separation energy of a nucleon from a f i n i t e nucleus, 
we f ina l ly have^ 
00 
^ JT J ( £ • - £ ) 
-6 
We observe that at high incident nacleon energies, since 
Vu(£) and "^  (£j are identical , the above relation is the 
same as the dispersion relation( eq. (3.7)jsatisfied by the 
generalised optical potential as should be the case to satisfy 
the criterion of consistency. 
Until now, we have not considered the effect of the identity 
46 
of incident nucleon with the nueleons of tiie t a r g e t . 
2) 12) 
Feshbach as well as Pas sat ore have invest igated tha t the 
antisymmetrisation with respect to the incident nucleon does 
not modify the i n t r i n s i c energy dependence of t h e generalised 
op t ica l po ten t i a l and hence also of the optical-model p o t e n t i a l . 
Thus the dispersion r e l a t i o n , eq. ( 5 . ^ ) , which describes the 
i n t r i n s i c energy dependence of the optical-model p o t e n t i a l , 
r e t a ins i t s foim even when the i d e n t i t y of the incident nucleon 
i s taken i n t o considerat ion. However, t h i s antisymmetrisation 
introduces an addi t ional nonlocal i ty in the f i r s t order 
2 12) 
po ten t i a l ' , so that t h e dispersion r e l a t i o n , can more 
general ly he wr i t ten asj 
00 
'•^  -J' J (£- £) 
- s 
Where Zt,(y,r') is a term which does not depend e x p l i c i t l y on 
energy £ , The arrows on the co-ordinates imply that only 
the space dependence of the optical-model i s considered. 
If the effect of the i den t i t y of the incident nucleon were 
neg l ig ib le , Z,(y,r') would be Voo-(.4o I v j cf)^ ) (c . f . eq. (3 .7) ) 
of eq. (5.^)» which is loca l provided the bas ic N-N in te rac t ion 
i s l oca l . As discussed above, the antisymmetrisation with 
respect to the incident nucleon introduces addi t ional 
47 
nonlocality, hence it may appear that Zt>(Y^') is fully 
17) 
nonlocal. However, it has been pointed out by Passatore ' 
that z^(y,r'j too has some local component. 
48 
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CHAPTER I I I 
DISPERSION HSLATION FOR THE EQUIVALENT-
LOCAL OPTICAL-MODBL POTENTIAL 
4S 
1. Introduction 
During the past t-wenty years very many accurate 
measurements of t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c s ca t t e r i ng , 
po lar i sa t ion and reaction cross-sect ions for the proton 
1 2) 
sca t te r ing have been made ' . I t has been discussed, in 
d e t a i l , in Chapter I , tha t the phenomenological optical-model 
i s an important too l for systematising th i s vast amount of 
da ta . 
As the spirit of the optical-model implies, the potential 
must be such that it adequately describes the elastic 
scattering over a wide energy range and sufficient spread of 
target masses. The (phenomenological) potentials generally 
used to analyse the data although contain many Darameters but 
still they do not possess enough flexibility so as to fulfil 
the above criterion sufficiently well. As briefly discussed 
:> If.) 
in Sect. 2 some recent careful analyses ' of the proton-
nucleus elastic scattering data clearly demonstrate the 
limitations of the generally used oarameterisation for the 
Dotential. 
In principle the ideal way to obtain the realistic 
potential is to calculate it from the basic N-N interaction 
using some appropriate reaction theory like the one by 
^ 6) Feshbach-^' . Unfortunately this is a very tedious task, as 
t- f 
KJ\J 
i t amounts to tackl ing a l l the complsxities of nuclear many-
body problem and also the ambiguities in N-N in t e rac t ion . 
Moreover, i t can be eas i ly guessed tha t the po ten t i a l 
obtained in th i s way would not be simple enough so as to be 
consis tent with the very s p i r i t of the optical-model. VTe, 
therefore , feel that the bes t course in the exis t ing 
s i tua t ion i s to be in between the 'pure ' t)henomenology and 
' pu re ' theory. In other words one should attempt to bring 
Phenomenology more c loser t o — r e a l i t y by incorporating in 
i t the important cha rac t e r i s t i c s of the optical-model 
po ten t i a l as predicted by formal react ion t h e o r i e s . In the 
previous chapter we have seen tha t the bas ic optical-model 
po ten t i a l possess«stwo important c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , v i z . i t i s 
nonlocal and i n t r i n s i c a l l y energy dependent. On the other hand 
for reasons of convenience the po ten t i a l s generally used in 
the phenomenological analyses are taken to be l o c a l . I t i s 
therefore , of i n t e r e s t t o see how both the above mentioned 
charac te r i s t i c s of the po ten t i a l manifest themselves when the 
basic ootent la l i s thrown in the loca l form. 
Nonlocal po ten t i a l s have several features tha t are 
important. F i r s t l y , i f the nonlocal i ty i s of a pa r t i cu l a r 
type'^' ^ then under cer ta in approximations concerning nuclear 
surface, to every nonlocal po ten t i a l there corresponds^ an 
5i 
7 8) 
— equivalent-local potential ' , in the sense that they 
give the same asymptotic wavefunctions and hence same phase-
shifts. This TDroperty is of much practical convenience 
since the use of a nonlocal potential would require the 
solution of an integrodifferential equation. Secondly, the 
local potential equivalent to an energy independent nonlocal 
potential deoends on the energy. The empirical potentials 
which are generally taken to be local should therefore, be 
identified with the equivalent local of the basic energy 
dependent, nonlocal optical-model potential. Thus Dart of 
the energy dependence of a phenomenological potential is 
intrinsic and a part due to the nonlocality. 
In the absence of a detailed information regarding the 
intrinsic energy dependence, it has been considered reasonable 
to neglect it and attempt to see how far the observed energy 
dependence of the empirical potential can be described in 
terms of the nonlocality alone. Initiating work along these 
7) lines, Perey and Buck*^  constructed a nonlocal potential 
whose predictions agree well with the neutron-nucleus 
scattering data in the energy region 7 - 2^ - MeV . They also 
gave a useful prescription for obtaining an equivalent local 
potential which is described in Sect.3- Although quite 
successful in the limited energy region, an energy independent 
Q \ 
nonlocal potential has many weaknesses. The most important 
is the complete disregard of the intrinsic energy dependence 
of the basic optical potential. A consequence of this 
neglect is that the imaginary part of the equivalent local 
potential decreases with energy in contrast to the phenomeno-
o \ 
logical findings \ That the consideration of intrinsic 
energy dependence is important in some energy regions has 
Q 1 n ^  
been demonstrated by Ahmad and Khan^' \ 
Many attempts have been made to investigate the intrinsic 
energy dependence of the optical-model potential. But they 
11 ) 
are either in the direction of checking the consistency of 
the empirical potential with a dispersion relation ( a 
consequence of the dynamical energy dependence as discussed 
9 12) later) or their results are applicable » ^ to nuclear 
matter only. Hence they are of not much help in extracting 
detailed information regarding the consequences of the non-
locality and the intrinsic energy de(pendence on the shape of 
the optical-model potential. It is for this reason that we 
attempt here the construction of an equivalent-local optical-
model notential (ELOP), taking into account both the non-
locality and the intrinsic energy dependence in an approximate 
manner. This leads us to a dispersion relation for the ELOP 
as shown in sect. h. Since the ELOP is identifiable with the 
U O 
empirical p o t e n t i a l s , the dispers ion re l a t ion can be useful , 
as discussed in Sect. 5? in constructing a more appropriate 
po ten t i a l for the optical-model analyses . 
2. Fhenomenological Si tuat ion 
A f a i r l y de ta i led account of the optical-model phenomeno-
logy has already been discussed in Chat)ter I . We, there fore , 
very b r i e f ly describe here some of the sa l i en t features of 
the empirical po t en t i a l , relevant to the present work. 
1 ^ ^k•) Several analyses • '^ in the low energy region 
(1 - 2^ MeV) of the d i f f e r e n t i a l c ross-sect ion and po la r i sa -
tion data indica te a preference for surface peaked imaginary 
1 "^ ) po ten t i a l . Far ther , Perey -^ ^ has shown in an analysis of 
proton sca t t e r ing data from 9 to 22 MeV tha t the e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing data can be f i t t e d well using same r ad i i for the 
r e a l , imaginary and spin-orbi t parts of the p o t e n t i a l . 
Extensive analyses ' ' ^of accurate xDroton e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing data in the energy region 30 t o 60 MeV show tha t a 
s ign i f ican t ly dif ferent geometry i s required for the r e a l and 
imaginary po t en t i a l s . In pa r t i cu l a r the radius of the 
imaginary po ten t ia l i s found to be greater than the r e a l radius 
5^ ; W-A 
and a mixture of both surface and volume absorption is 
required. The imaginary diffuseness i s found to be very 
1 Q 20) 
sens i t ive -^ ' ^ to the reaction cross-sect ion da ta . Careful 
analyses that include accurate reaction croas-sect ion data 
shovr that at a given energy the product of surface imaginary 
20 ) depth and tie diffuseness parameter i s a constant for a 
t a rge t and that th i s product l i nea r ly increases with 
(W - Z)/A. Further the s trength of the surface absorption 
decreases with energy and a reverse trend i s found for the 
volume imaginary p o t e n t i a l . 
The extreme backward angle e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data has 
been found to be a problem for the optical-model no ten t i a l 
specia l ly in the energy region 30 to 60 MeV. Sinha and 
22) 
Bdwards " \ using a 13-parameter p o t e n t i a l , although obtaineoC 
subs tan t i a l ly lower values of X "but were unsuccessful in 
obtaining even a qua l i t a t i ve agreement with the backward 
angle data (c.f . f igure 6-/0',Chaj>t V ) , Gross et al^ % 
analysing the data more careful ly in the same energy region 
for TD- Co. e l a s t i c s ca t t e r i ng , conclude tha t the disagreement 
at backward angles i s due to the shortcomings in the present 
parametrisation of the optical-mcriel Po t en t i a l . 
* 
This has been investigated and discussed in detail in 
Chapter VI. 
Another formulat ion of the op t i ca l -mode l p o t e n t i a l i s 
t h a t of Greenlees e t a l . ' , who ob ta in t h e r e a l p a r t of 
t he p o t e n t i a l hy folding an a p p r o p r i a t e N-N p o t e n t i a l over 
the mat te r d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e t a r g e t n u c l e u s . The 
reformula ted fo ld ing model of Greenlees e t a l . (as i t i s 
of ten c a l l e d ) is" found t o be as good as the Dhenomenological 
p o t e n t i a l s from the po in t of view of f i t t i n g the e l a s t i c 
s c a t t e r i n g d a t a . The important r e s u l t from the fo ld ing model 
ana lyses i s t h a t i r r e s p e c t i v e of the d e t a i l s of t h e 
parameters used , t h e r . m . s . r ad ius and the volume i n t e g r a l 
per P a r t i c l e of t h e r e a l c e n t r a l p o t e n t i a l a re we l l def ined 
q u a n t i t i e s and remain more or l e s s a cons tan t with energy. 
However, l a t e r c a r e f u l a n a l y s e s ^ ^ ' ^ ^ a t 9 .8 MeV and 16 .0 MeV 
show t h a t t h e s e q u a n t i t i e s a re s i g n i f i c a n t l y g r e a t e r a t low 
energ ies than those found a t 30 MeV. This has been 
a t t r i b u t e d t o t h e n e g l e c t of t h e e f f e c t s due t o core 
p o l a r i s a t i o n , an t i syramet r i sa t ion e t c . in the fo ld ing model 
approach. 
3• The Non-Local Optical-Model P o t e n t i a l 
The n o n - l o c a l o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l -Kk'^y^ ) cons idered by 
7) Perey and Buck "^  i s : 
K(f.r)- U ( l - ^ l ) e ^ / ( ; r ^ . f 4 , {31) 
5[ 
where p> i s the range of nonlocal i ty and the complex, energy 
independent fimction (J i s ^ 
Ui-r) = V^  -f(r) 4- i W^ <^(r) , (3.2) 
where V,v and iA/,^  are the strength Parameters of the real 
and imaginary Darts of the potential respectively and the 
form factors -fCv) and ^(YJ are; 
fW = (3'3J 
( 1+ e ( r - - R ) / a 
r - I? \2-(^,3 ~- ex|^ [- ( - ^ ) ] , (3.^3 
"3 
with the radius R = v; A , a. and a^ are the diffuseness 
parameters. 
Using the po ten t ia l of the form, as given by eq. (3.1 ), 
7) Perey and Buck ^ were able to obtain a set of energy 
independent parameters tha t give good f i t to the neutron-
nucleus e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data in the energy region from 
about 7 MeV to 2*+ MeV. Perey and Buck*^  '^  a lso gave an 
approximate expression for the equivalent loca l po t en t i a l 
- Vi (£,T) . I t was found tha t the predict ions of the 
equivalent local po ten t i a l are as good as those of the ac tua l 
non-local optical-model po ten t i a l , hence i t helps in bypassing 
O i 
the solution of an integrodifferential equation which is 
unavoidable if a potential of the form eq. (3.1 ) is used. 
The equivalent-local potential, - Vii^e, r) ^ in terms of the 




U^(£,r) = U(r;e ^ (3.5:) 
where d ~ M fi/I-R^ , M is the reduced mass of the incident 
particle. 
For charged projectiles, such as protons, deuterons, 
0^  -particles etc., the equivalent local potential -i^CEi-") 
.11). is given by 
where Vc('^) is the Coulomb potential experienced by the 
incoming charged particle. 
27 ) 
Gersten '^ has further simplified eq. O-^)? such that, 
to a good approximation, the equivalent local potential is 
given by the following equation: 
- oiE- 2. _ ,,, , ~oi E 




Wilmore and Hodgson and Gersten examined numerically 
'U'L^ '^'^ ^ as given by eq. (3.5")) and found it to assume, to a 
good approximation, a form similar to ili^) * Further, it 
is found that only the strength parameters of the equivalent 
local potential vary significantly with energy and all other 
parameters such as radius and diffuseness etc are essentially 
constant ^ . Calculations show that both the real as well as 
the imaginary depths of the equivalent local optical-model 
potential decrease monotonically with energy and go to zero 
7) 
in the asymptotic region . Thus the energy denendence of the 
equivalent local potential as calculated from eq. (3'5) 
differs from the energy dependence of the empirical potential 
in three respects: (i) the calculated imaginary depth 
decreases whereas the empirical imaginary depth generally 
increases with energy, (ii) the calculated real depth does not 
change sign at any energy whereas there is a strong indication 
that the phenomenological real depth changes sign near 350 MeV 
and, (iii) the calculated real depth does not join with the 
(static and local) shell model potential depth of ref. " . 
Moreover^Brown et al. have shown that in the energy region 
from about -10 MeV to +10 MeV, either the real depth remains 
constant or has a small positive slope, whereas the slope of 
the equivalent local potential (as given by eq. (3.5)) in the 
above mentioned energy region would be negative. 
5£ 
From the above discussion i t i s c l ea r tha t the nonlocal 
potent ia l s with energy indeoendent loarameters are s-uitahle 
only in some l imited energy regions and oerhaps, as also 
shown hy Ahmad and Khan , the energy dependence of the basic 
potent ia l has t o be invoked in order to i n t e rp re t the energy 
dependence of the empirical ( local ) optical-model p o t e n t i a l . 
^• Dispersion Relation for the Equivalent Local 
Optical-Model Potent ia l 
In Chapter I I i t has been shown tha t a consequence of 
the i n t r i n s i c energy dependence i s that the basic opt ica l 
po ten t ia l { - 1 ^ ( E J ^ ^ ^ ) ) s a t i s f i e s the dispersion r e l a t ion 
(eq. (5 .5 ) ) : 
00 
06i^(E;r,r )c. V(y>Y)+J-(p —-^ — f L^'O 
P ^ n J (E~B) 
0 
where the lower l imit of the i n t eg ra l has been changed from 
- S to zero. This approximation is j u s t i f i e d since the 
imaginary part of the po ten t i a l i s ejcpected t o be quite small 
9 12) in the energy region-^' - 5 ^ £ ^ 0 and hence i t s 
contribution to <2I1^L C^^^jr') a l so . 
6C 
If the effect of antisymmetrisation of the incident 
nucleon with the nucleons of the target were negligible the 
first term would have been loredominantly local containing 
small nonlocal component due to the exchange term of the two 
nucleon potential-^' . As discussed, in Chapter II, anti-
symmetrisation introduces additional nonlocality and hence 
V^Cy^y) may in general be written as a sum of local (V^Jy)) 
and a nonlocal (V^Cy^r')) energy independent terms :^ 
To obtain the dispersion relation for the equivalent 
local optical-model potential (to be denoted by ELOP) we make 
the assumption that like V°{'^^y) the imaginary part of the 
basic potential may also be ^ r^ritten cto; 
Justification for the assumption that there exists a local 
term in ^m '^(£jr)r) has been given by Passatore \ 
Moreover, since at high energies it is a good approximation 
to write the optical potential as"^  ^ 
2 
6i. 
where fi'^) is the density distrL-hution of the target nucleus, 
m is the (relativistic ) nucleon mass and -f^lo) is the nucleon-
nucleon forward scattering amplitude, therefore, we expect 
the optical Dotential to become essentially local at high 
energies. 
Making the simplifying assumption that the nonlocality 
of both V°(r,Y') and W^(£ir,r') is of Perey and Buck'^ '^  
type (having the same value for the nonlocality parameter 8 ): 
< ( ^ ' ^ ' ) - "^0. ( » H( Ir-y'n , (^ •5-*) 
where /, - jl±r j and H( Ir-rl) -. exp [- ( - ^ ) ' j /(n^f\ 
we may w r i t e for t h e t o t a l p o t e n t i a l : 
Where V,(E,y) = V,,ir) + -^ (P - ^ l J > ('^ •^J 
0 
and V, (£,r) = V^ (r) .^ ^  ^ r J ^ ^ i ^ ^ . (1^.8) 
6^  
7 8 11") 
Following several authors ' ' '^  we assijme S to be 
11 ) 
small and adopt the commonly used procedure ^ to obtain 
the equivalent local potential (- U (e.^ ) ) for incident 
protons: 
where Ue<:^te<^)= LVA^(E-^)»- l^A/w(e,Oje>c|.[-o({E4-U(E.r)_v/e(r)l] , 
oc = M S^/2-^^ and VeCr) i s the Goloumb po ten t i a l 
exoerienced by the incident proton corresponding t o a f i n i t e 
nuclear charge d i s t r i b u t i o n in the t a rge t nucleus, 
17 1 8 ) Phenomenological analyses '^' "^  show that the imaginary 
TDart of the optical-model po t en t i a l (which we regard as the 
e-quivalent of the basic potentia.1) i s well described as a 
sum of a purface-peaked and a volume pa r t . The former is 
important at lower energies and decreases to negl ig ib le 
valuss above about 50 MeV. l^fner^as the reverse holds for 
the l a t t e r . In order to incornorate these features in our 
ELOP we -oroceed as follows. Since W L C ^ ' ^ ) i s to represent 
the loca l imaginary po ten t i a l at high energies,w e assume i t 
to have a volume r ad i a l behaviour (which i s a lso indicated 
by eq. (h,h)). Further, the form factor of I V ^ C E , r ) 
i s assumed to be such tha t 9wX^(e,v-) (which would 
assume negl ig ib le values a t high energies )j i s i den t i f i ab le 
with the surface peaked p a r t of the phenomenological imaginary 
p o t e n t i a l . 
Using eq. ('+,9) and t h e smal lness of t h e parameter 
o(, \_^ oL ^ O'OlMev'' (7efii)]we may wr i t e r 
and 
o( [E-+Vf£,r)-Vc(rj] 
H '^(E,Y) cs e [UV-^(B,r)+d\N(£,y)(RjiUe^iejy)], (l^.,^) 
where yiE,r) and w(e,r3 a re the r e a l and imaginary p a r t s 
of U ( E , r ) , Using eqs . (^ .10) and (U-.11 ) in eq. (U-.8) we 
obtainJ 
where 




The expressions for I , axid I^. may approximately "be 
out in a more p rac t i ca l form by the following considera t ions . 
According to our assumptions %^V-^(£.y) [^ W(£.r)-WL(^'^)J 
describes e s sen t i a l ly the empirically observed surface-peaked 
Part of the imaginary po ten t i a l which assumes negl ig ibly 
small values for E ^ 50 MeV. Hence the dominant 
contribution to I, would come from the lower energy region. 
In t h i s energy region one may use the uhenomenological 
finding-* that the energy deoendence of V(E,r) for a given 
t a rge t may be approximated by: 
where -fi^) i s the form factor and / 3 ^ 0.3» Plence we 
obtain i 
00 ^(i-fi)(E-B) 
where we have further replaced ft i(^) by i t s average 
p> - /3 /2.O. That t h i s replacement does not affect our 
r e s u l t s in any s ignif icant way would be shown in Chapter I I I . 
In case of I^, using eq. (2.10) we may wri te , 
o^ [£t V(£,r)-VcM] 
Gl u 
neglecting the second term of (2.10) which would contr ibute 
a. 
a term of the order of ex: in (j^ l^ie.r). Further, we 
replace VVC^J^) in X2 hy f i r s t order term \^^ (r) 
which may then be taken outside t he in tegrat ion sign in J p . 
This approximation, because of the smallness of oi which 
mul t ip l ies the dispers ion in t eg ra l in C+.ISb), i s not 
expected to affect the r e su l t s in any s ign i f ican t way. Hence 
we obtain: 
00 
Combining eqs. (^ .9) , (^.12), C+.l?) aJid (^.16) we obtain 
the following dispersion r e l a t ion for the ELOP: 
o 
-oLf£+V(E,Y).VcCr)l ^» , 
, 'V^./.We r WCE,r)ciB 
.T J (a-E) 
a 
The above relation can be used to study both the radial as 
well as the energy dependence of the real potential. 
It is interesting to point out that at sufficiently 
high energies all the terms on the right hand side of 
6e 
eq.C+.iy) except the first two become negligibly small so 
that our dispersion relation reduces to eq. ('+.?)• (Same 
as in ref. O^ This is the same as the dispersion relation 
0-1 ) 
for the forward scattering amplitude-^  '. Further, if we, 
11) 
following Lipperheide and Schmidt y assume that the 
imaginary part of the basic potential is completely local, 
the following dispersion relation is obtained: 
JT J (£'-£) 
0 
11 ) (In ref . VOL^^) has been assumed to be zero) . As we 
discuss l a t e r even the above dispersion re la t ion works well 
and leads to e s sen t i a l ly the sajrae in t e re s t ing r e s u l t s . 
^• Discussion 
From the previous section it follows that the real and 
imaginary parts of the (local) optical-model potential are 
67 
not independent. Rather they are connected through the 
dispersion relation eq. (^ .17) or eq. (^.18). It is 
encouraging to note that some preliminary investigations by 
Passatore \ Ahmad and Khan '' and others ^ show that the 
real and imaginary parts of the (central) phenomenological 
optical potential do indeed satisfy a dispersion relation. 
At the •Dresent stage of theory and phenomenology we 
should not exuect the iisDersion relation Q+.^7) to he of 
much practical value from the point of view of calculating 
Me 
V(£,Y-) . This is because (even if/know V^^(y) and V^ ^ Crj 
unambigyously) the required information about lA/(£,-r) is not 
unambiguously known over the entire energy range. Still as 
we show in the next chapter it leads to some interesting 
consequences which are of much value for improving the 
present phenomenological situation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXISTENCE OF A SURFACE-PEAKED TERM 




The present chapter deals with an important consequence 
of the dispers ion re la t ion (eq. (^.1?) of chapter I I I ) . In 
p a r t i c u l a r we show t h a t i t p redic ts the exis tence of a surface-
peaked term in the r e a l optical-model poent ia l which i s a 
d i r ec t consequence of the phenomenologically observed surface 
-peaking in the low-energy imaginary p o t e n t i a l . We a l so 
ca lcula te the predicted r e a l surface term and find i t t o he 
s igni f icant in some energy region. 
2. Theoret ical Consideration 
A closer scrut iny of the d i f fe ren t terms in eq. (^.1?) 
(chapter I I I ) shows us tha t both VOL('^^ ahd V^^ (r) which 
are the f i r s t order p o t e n t i a l s , e s sen t i a l ly follow the pat tern 
of nuclear densi ty in the t a r g e t , s ince the nucleon-nucleon forces 
are of short range. Hence they decrease monotonically in the 
nuclear siirface region and t h e i r contr ibution i s of volume 
1 ) type . Further, since tVj. ( e . r ) e s s en t i a l l y describes the 
t o t a l phenomenological volume absorption, the terms containing 
tV/.( ^'•^) would also give r i s e t o a volume type contribution 
to \/(E,y) . Hence i t follows t h a t , the terms in eq. (^.17) 
7± 
(chapter I I I ) containing? 
VJ^{B,r')^ W(E,r)-- iA/^ (e,v-) , (2.1) 
which is t o be iden t i f i ed with the phenomenologically observed 
surface-peaked imaginary potential^would lead t o a surface-
peaked component in the r e a l par t of the optical-model po ten t i a l . 
Denoting the r e a l surface-peaked component in the eq« (^•17) 
s * 
by V (£/>^) we have ', 
0 
( e ' -E ) 
JT (E-E) (2.2) 
In the above expression the first term is due to non-
locality of the imaginary potential, the second due to the 
target excitations or the dynamical energy dependence while 
the last term is a consequence of both the effects. Thus we 
see that both the nonlocality in the imaginary potential, and 
the dynamical energy dependence contribute to the real surface 
I I I , , - ^ f c . I • - - - • 
The t h i r d term in eq. (M- . I?) because of the exponential 
factor^helps in the surface enhancement of the r e a l p o t e n t i a l . 
Our est imate, however, shows i t to be of l i t t l e s ign i f icance . 
7c 
term. However, i f i t i s assumed tha t the imaginary po ten t i a l 
is purely loca l then the f i r s t and the l a s t terras in eq. (2.2) 
would vanish. We sha l l see l a t e r that the contr ibut ion to 
V^(E,r) due to the nonloeal i ty iS ' small. I t i s important 
t o mention tha t none of the in tegra l s in eq. (2.2) diverge, 
because Ws(^^'^) i s zero above about 50 MeV, as would be 
discussed in d e t a i l l a t e r . 
The expression (2.2) may further be simplified by noting 
that t h e l a s t term in i t i s r e l a t i ve ly small . This i s because 
2) 
of t h e smallness '^  of oC in the exponential factor (at low 
energies i t i s of the order of e"^ ) and the fact tha t Vowf-r) 
is small in the sTjrface region ( VON (^) is of volume type 
whereas iVsCt^"^) i s of the surface type ) . Moreover, at 
intermediate energies (below ^ ^0 MeV) the imaginary po ten t i a l 
i s predominantly of the surface type-^' ^; hence lA/(E/r) ^  VV^  (e,r). 
Thus we have : 
,-'»o^{(-/i)(E-e) 
0 
Ftom the above equation, i t is obvious t ha t the r e a l 
surface-term i s int imately connected t o the phenomenolbgically 
This has a lso been ver i f ied by assuming reasonable values 
for the parameters. 
7 t > 
observed surface-peaked imaginary po ten t i a l l/Vg (£'""") • In 
Sect. 3> we describe the phen omen ©logical s i tua t ion regarding 
l/\/s(E,r) aJid obtain an appropriate expression for i t s energy 
^0, dependence to estimate V i^''^') for p - Ca s c a t t e r i n g . The 
primary reason for se lec t ing Ca as the t a rge t nucleus i s t ha t 
a large number of extensive phenomenological (optical-model) 
analyses "^  of accurate proton e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g data are 
avai lable for th i s nucleus. Moreover, i f the phenomenological 
ana lys i s , which include5 ]/^(E,r) (c.f . Chapter V), of 
p - Ca e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data also supports the existence of 
a r e a l surface-term, i t could not be dubbed as a surface-
8 Q ^ term '^ a r i s ing due to the isospin par t of N-N in te rac t ion 
and an extended neutron d i s t r i b u t i o n . As there i s no 
indicat ion '^  that neutron and proton dis t r ibut ions are 
s ign i f i can t ly d i f fe ren t in Ca. Further, the surface-peaking 
obtained here i s q u a l i t a t i v e l y d i f fe ren t from the one expected 
due to an extended neutron d i s t r i b u t i o n , as discussed in Sec i .^ . 
Although we have ehosen the case of p - Ca, there i s nothing 
in our methodology tha t r e s t r i c t s our r e s u l t s to be trueonly 
for th i s pa r t i cu l a r t a r g e t . A s imi lar surface-peaking i s 
expected to be present in the r e a l par t of the optical-model 
po ten t ia l s for other t a rge t s a l s o . 
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3 • The S;urface"Peaked Imaginary Potent ia l For 
2r Ca Elas t ic Scat ter ing 
In the TJhenomenologlcal optical-model ana lys i s , I t i s 
customary t o wri te the op t ica l po ten t ia l s as the j/roduct of 
a depth parameter and a r a d i a l form fac to r . For a po ten t i a l 
of this form, i t i s found tha t the energy dependence of the 
po ten t i a l i s e s sen t i a l ly contained in the depth parameters 
while the geometrical parameters depend only very weakly on 
the energy E of the incoming nucleon. Therefore, for the 
purpose of estimating l/^(£^r) throagh eq. (2.3) i t i s 
reasonable t o consider a l l the georaetrieal parameters as energy 
independent. Having agreed to t h i s we take the surface-
peaked imaginary po ten t i a l W^(E.,r) to he of the usual Saxon-
Woods der ivat ive (SWD) form: 
where r^  , OLS are respect ive ly the radius and diffuseness 
parameters which dqinot depend upon £ and i^/^ ^ (EJ i s the 












In order to use the r e su l t s of d i f fe ren t analyses to f ix 
the energy dependence of l^os C£ ) we make use of the 
phenomenological finding » ^ tha t a t a given energy, the 
parameters as and l/\^os (^^ show the product ambiguity 
lA/oi(E) as sa constant . Noting tha t for not tao l igh t a 
nucleus, the product l/\fo^CE)as i s e s s e n t i a l l y one fourth of 
the l ine i n t e g r a l of Ws(£>y^> as given by eq. (3.1)5 t h i s 
CO 
ambiguity may be s ta ted a s , JM/s(e^T^)dr = constant at a 
given energy. This l a t t e r form is useful for considering even 
those analyses which do not use Saxon-Woods der ivat ive form 
factor for l^/s C^^^') . Using t h i s l ine i n t e g r a l ambiguity we 
normalise a l l the avai lable deaths of the s urface-rpeaked 
imaginary po ten t i a l for v- °Ca. e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g , taking 
as = 0.5^9 fm from ref . '^ . The resu l t ing energy dependence i s 
shown in figure 1 and is well described by the r e l a t i o n : 
W.,(EJ= 0-5SE e.p[-Ci^f]. (3.2) 
In order to see , how far , the typ ica l value of (^s affects our 
, I t i s well known tha t the parameters M>5 C£J and CXs are not 
uniquely determined from the optical-model analyses ra ther 
they show the product ambiguity i^o^(e) (2s ~ constant at a 
given energy. 
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r e s u l t s , we have repeated the whole calculat ion for 
a^ =j 0.732 fm as given in ref . \ We find tha t the 
normalised surface-peaked imaginary depths in t h i s case are 
given by a s imi lar r e l a t i o n : 
The above two expressions for l^os(£) w i l l now be used in 
the next section to ca lcu la te Y^(^,^) • 
^« The Results of Calculation and Discussion 
In t h i s section we present the r e su l t s of ca lcula t ion for 
the r ea l surface term using equations (3.2) and (3.3 )• We 
f i r s t note tha t having determined, as a consequence of eq. (2 .2 ) , 
V^CEjr) has the same r ad ia l d i s t r ibu t ion as tha t of iA/s(B,r} 
and hence is centered at the imaginary radius r^ /\''^ 
Therefore, we ca lcu la te i/^(E ; r = r^ A'^^ ) : 
V \E ; r= r, ^'^) = oc K ,>) + -f- (P/-^-^^^^^^^ (^-l) 
JT J (E'E) 
in 
This i s one of the la rges t values for ds found in the 
l i t e r a t u r e . 
which i s a measure of the s t rength of '/ (£^^^3 ahd hence 
i t woiild be ca l led as the rea l surface depth. 
In the ca lcu la t ion we have used oL a .01^ MeV which 
corresponds to S = 1.1 fm as used in ref . '. To get an 
estimate of the parameter fh we adopt the following 
procedure, fb i s re la ted t o the parameter fb which i s 
defined as follows. 
As already mentioned, while performing the conventional 
analysis for a given t a rge t nucleus over a wide energy 
i n t e r v a l , i t is customary t o wr i te d i f fe ren t terms of the 
optical-model po ten t i a l as the product of the strength (depth) 
and a geometrical form f a c t o r . Furthermore, i f the energy 
region i s not too wide, the geometrical parameters are found 
to be e s sen t i a l l y energy independent (average geometry) and 
a l l the energy dependence is exhibited by the depth parameters. 
Thus the r ea l cen t r a l par t of the phenomenological po ten t i a l 
i s usual ly taken to be of the form: . 
where l/(ej i s the r ea l well depth and fir,T^^av) i s 
the Saxon-Woods r ad i a l form fac tor , t^ and a.^ are the 
energy independent radius and diffuseness parameters 
respec t ive ly . The rea l well depths thus obtained are found to 
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be reasonably s a t i s f a c t o r i l y described by the empirical 
re la t ion ^ 
where Vo and (i are independent of energy E . 
7 1^) A large number of optical-model analyses ' -^ ^ ex t rac t 
the Value of Vo and fh using the above mentioned l inear 
parameterisation of r e a l wel l depths . The parameter /3 i s 
not unique but i s found t o depend on the energy i n t e r v a l 
considered. However, the value of /3 l i e s within the 
i n t e rva l ' 0.15 - 0*55• In the present calculat ion we take 
/3 =r 0.3 as given in ref . for p - CCL s c a t t e r i n g . 
In the expression (2.3) of r e a l surface teiro the quanti ty 
tha t enters i s not /3 but /3=/3/('y,r^j<3v) . To simplify the 
calculat ions we have used the value /3 of y3 at r=r^/^'^^ j 
i . e . /3 s /3 /2 .O. 
This approximation underestimates the value of /3 a t the 
ta rge t centre while overestimates /3 in the surface. This 
approximation would in no way affect our conclusions. As a 
matter of fact the inclusjbn of the r ad i a l var ia t ion of /3 
would add to the enhancement of V (£;r:^ r^ i\'^ ) a t the nuclear 
surface. 









as .^  
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shown in figs. 2 and 3 for the two prescr ip t ions of surface-
peaked imaginary po ten t i a l given by eqs. (3.2) and (3«3) 
respect ive ly . I t i s seen t h a t Y^(£J'^) i s s ign i f ican t in 
some energy region p a r t i c u l a r l y around 1 5 MeV, This s t rongly 
suggests tha t in the conventional phenomenological analyses 
one should include a r e a l surface term in the po ten t i a l which 
has e s sen t i a l ly the same geometrical parameters as those of 
the surface imaginary term. The dashed curve: in the f ig , 2 
corresponds to the extreme case, o( = 0.0 (completely loca l 
surface-peaked imaginary p o t e n t i a l ) . We thus find that the 
nonlocal i ty does not contr ibute much to the r ea l surface term 
and tha t i t s qua l i t a t ive behaviour i s ra ther independent of 
the nonlocal i ty parajneter. 
Since the parameter fh has been obtained in a very 
approximate manner one should inves t iga te the sensi t iveness 
of l/^ ^^^ '^^ n/»''•>) on i t s choice. A ca lcula t ion of V^CB ^r-^r^A'^) 
for as large a value for fb as 0»25 shows us that there i s 
almost no change in i t s value and that the new curves almost 
overlap the sol id curves of figures 2 and 3 . Thus for 
Variations of /3 within reasonable l imi ts the r e a l surface 
depth remains unchanged. I t may, the re fore , be said tha t the 
energy dependence of the r e a l surface term i s not a sens i t ive 
function of the parameters o< and fl . 
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Having established that the dispersion relation for the 
ELOP predicts the existence of a real surface-r peaked term 
which is important in some energy regions^ we in the 
following, briefly discuss that the consideration of V^(£,r) 
appears to provide a better understanding of some of the 
previous observations. 
It has already been discussed in Sect. ^ of Chapter III 
that the radial behaviour of terms other than V^CE.T) , 
contributing to the real Part of the potential VC^>'^) , is 
essentially of volume type. Therefore, one expects that the 
analyses in which the real part of the potential is calculated 
from the first crder theory (except for the depth which is 
treated as a parameter) and hence their radial dependence is 
of the nucleon density distribution like (volume type) to be 
most successful around £" :^  30 MeV, where V^(B,y ) assumes 
small values (figs. 2 and 3 ). This appears to explain the 
-tL. ) 
success of the folding model po ten t i a l of Greenlees e t a l . 
around 30 MeV. I t may also be pointed out t ha t in ref . ' 
Greenlees et a l . , also conslderaithe sca t t e r ing data a t ^h.^ MeV, 
However, i t has been l a t e r recognised by Makofske et a l . '^ '^  
t ha t the r e su l t s a t t h i s energy are not def in i t ive because of 
Equation (^.17) of Chapter I I I coupled with the equation (2.2) 
of Chapter IV, 
8i 
l e sse r precision in the da t a . Moreover, Batty and Greenlees '^  
found that the r a d i a l parameters of the folding model were 
not useful for f i t t i n g the low lying s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e s t a t e s , 
and a very different geometry was required at these energies . 
I t appears to he due the fac t t h a t since the surface-peaking 
would be quite s ign i f ican t in the low energy region, the 
r ad i a l behaviour of the po ten t i a l would be qui te d i f fe ren t 
from the one expected from the f i r s t order folding model 
approach. 
Further, the large values of V (^J^) around 10 MeV 
would increase the r a d i a l extension of the r e a l po t en t i a l 
implying l a rge r r .m . s . r ad i i for the rea l p o t e n t i a l at lower 
energies as compared to i t s values around 30 MeV. This i s 
consis tent with the recent analyses '^' "^  of proton e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing data at 10 ahd 16 MeV. Moreover, a small but 
repulsive contribution of the surface-peaked term for 
£ > 30 MeV, would effect ively reduce t he r a d i a l extension of 
the r ea l po ten t i a l and hence would r e s u l t in decreasing 
r .m.s , r a d i i at higher energies as observed by Greenlees 
et a l . ' ' ^ ^ 
Coming down to near zero energy region, we observe tha t 
V-^(£jy) increases with energy upto about 10 MeV, which in a 
sense implies that the radius of the effect ive volume type 
po ten t i a l increases in t h i s energy region. If we i n s i s t on 
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keeping t h e p o t e n t i a l r a d i u s c o n s t a n t , t h i s because of v- R^ 
ambiguity impl ies t h a t the (volxime type ) p o t e n t i a l depth 
i n c r e a s e s up to 10 MeV, because of the i n c l u s i o n of V^CEJYJ 
in the r e a l p o t e n t i a l . On t h e o the r hand the n o n l o c a l i t y in 
t h e f i r s t order causes t h e p o t e n t i a l depth t o dec rease with 
t h e energy (as shown by t h e t h i r d term of eq. (U-,17) of 
Chapter I I I ) . The two opposing t endenc ies when combined may 
lead t o an e s s e n t i a l l y energy independent p o t e n t i a l near zero 
1 ft ^  
energy as observed by Brown e t a l . ( t h i s has been expla ined 
by Ahmad and Khan ° us ing a d i s p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n a p p r o p r i a t e 
t o n u c l e a r m a t t e r ) . 
F i n a l l y , i t may be mentioned t h a t r e c e n t l y Sinha and 
8 9^ Edwards *^ "^  have a l s o observed t h e presence of a sur face-peaked 
term in the r e a l p a r t of t h e op t i ca l -mode l p o t e n t i a l i n the 
energy region 30 — 60 MeV in t h e i r phenomenological a n a l y s e s . 
These authors f ind t h a t t h e va lue of X reduces 
cons ide rab ly when a r e a l sur face term i s added t o the c e n t r a l 
p a r t of t h e p o t e n t i a l . Comparing our p r e d i c t i o n s w i th t h e one 
by ^ inha and Edwards, we no t e , though a q u a l i t a t i v e agreement 
e x i s t s a t a lower e n e r g i e s , t h e i r r e a l su r f ace - t e rm never 
changes s ign as found in t h i s work ( f i g s . 2 and 3 ) . At 
t h i s po in t i t should be mentioned t h a t a l a r g e reduc t ion in 
t h e va lue of ^^ in S i n h a ' s work occurs mainly a t low 
8c 
energies; the improvement in the qual i ty of f i t a t higher 
energies i s l ea s t impressive ( f ig . fi •—10 Chapter V). In 
view of a large number of parameters involved in the i r analysis 
(three more than what i s used in conventional analyses) , i t 
is not unlikely that due to mutual adjustement amongst the 
various components of the r e a l p o t e n t i a l , the t rue nature of 
the small surface term remains unrevealed. As a matter of 
f ac t , since according to the present work, the geometrical 
parameters of the r e a l surface term are e s sen t i a l l y the same 
as those of the imaginary surface term, a true t e s t of the 
r e a l surface terra demands an analysis (c.f . Chapter V) which 
gives due consideration to t h i s cons t r a in t . 
8^ 
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CHA?T1]R 7 
A MODIFI^O OPTIGAL-MQDHIL ANALYSIS OF 
SOM:^] n-^°Ga SCATTERING DATA 
8o 
1• Introduction 
Our main aim in th i s chapter i s to t e s t the predict ion 
of the dispersion re la t ion for "SLOP as discussed in the 
previous chaT)ter. For th i s we make an optical-model analysis 
of some 0- Ga e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data in the energy range 
1 7 - ^ 5 " MeV using an optical-model po ten t i a l which consists 
of the conventional .terms (eq. C+.1 ) of Chapter I ) plus the 
r e a l surface-peaked term (eq. (H-.I ) of Chapter IV) as 
predicted by th*^ disoersion r e l a t i o n . The r^eoraetry of the 
r e a l surface term is taken to he the same as tha t of the 
imaginary surface term hut i t s s t rength i s t rea ted as a 
r)arameter. 
The data analysed consis t of the differenti-^l e l a s t i c 
cross-sect ion and polar i sa t ion (v;herever ava i l ab l e ) , for the 
scatt'-^ring of lorotons from Ca , a t ten energi^'S in the 
energy range 17-^+5 MeV. The choice of t h i s energy in te rva l 
was motivated by the follov/ing two considerat ions . F i r s t , 
accurate e l a s t i c sca t te r ing i a t a i s avai lable in th i s energy 
The reason for choosing th i s nucleus i s that the data 
on i t are numerous and moreover, the symmetry term is 
ex"oected to be zero for th is case . 
8L 
region and second, tha t the fp?"^) '^reaction threshold for 
Ca is at 16.2 MeV. Therefore, the conpound e l a s t i c 
1 ) 
contr ibut ion, which i s diff^icult t o es t i i ia te , i s expected 
to be small above about I7 MeV. Moreover, the e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing data for energies £ V ^0 MeV i s not exDected to 
be very useful from the ooint of view of studyin?^ r ea l 
surface peaked term which assumes negl ig ib ly rmall values 
( f igs . (2) and (3), Chapter IV) for these energies . 
The modified opt ica l potential(MOP)« twedl here i s defined 
in Sectf 2, where also the r e su l t s of analysis are presented 
and discussed. For the sake of c l a r i t y , a comparison of 
the resu l t s of the bes t avai lable conventional optical-model 
analyses (GOP) with those of the oresent ones is a lso made in 
the same sec t ion . The energy dependence of the' calculated and 
the phenoraenologically obtained r ?a l surface-peaked term i s 
compared in Sect. 3 and the conclusions are presented and 
discussed in Sect- ^ . I t i s found that the optical-model 
analysis using MOP gives a qua l i t a t i ve ly b e t t e r descr ipt ion 
of the e l a s t i c sca t te r ing da ta . Further, the energy dependence 
of the ^henomenologically found r e a l surface-peaked depth 
follows, quite clo.^ely the Pattern predicted by our dispersion 
r e l a t i o n . 
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2. The Modified Optical-Model .Analysis 
An optical-model analysis of the p- Oa d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e l a s t i c sca t te r ing and polar isa t ion data was T^erformed with 
the follox^ring form of the ( loca l ) modified oot ica l po t en t i a l 
(MOP): 
V(v) = V. (0 - V. ( y — ) + 4 l/^ , -f, r-x-—) 
^(4^r-.»,ii7. ^ ^ ) - ' ' 
X- r 7 ^ ;, X 5 -
(2.23 
R= v-oA^ , R = r ^ A ^ . Rs- n A " 3 
where Mjy) denotes the Coulomb p o t e n t i a l of a uniformly 
charged sohere of radius ^ (?c = 1-32 A'^ ^ . The quant i t ies 
Vo and VsuR denote the strengths of the r e a l 
(cen t ra l ) volume and the surface-peak-^d teems respec t ive ly , 
while lA/p -ajid (A/j, are respect ively the s trengths of the 
volume and the surface oarts of the imaginary cent ra l 
p o t e n t i a l . Farther V^ .^ , i s the s t rength of the r ea l s^oin-
orb i t po ten t i a l and TD-^ i s the pion mass. Th? imaginary 
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sp in-orb i t po ten t i a l i s .'generally t-^ l-cen to be zero as there 
are strong indicat ions that i t i s neglif^ibly small for 
energi'^s £<- 100 MeV. The form factors of the real and the 
imaginary cen t ra l (volume) po ten t i a l s are of the Woo^s-Paxon 
type (eq • (^ .2) , Chat)ter I ) . The surface t)arts of the 
cen t r a l r e a l and the imaginary po ten t i a l s have Woods-Saxon 
der ivat ive form, while the sp in-orb i t TDotential i s of the 
usual Thomas type. 
The p- Ca e l a s t i c sca t t e r ing data a t each energy was 
analysed in.ie'oendently with a 1 2-par'3jneter po ten t i a l MOP 
defined by eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) and a bes t simultaneous f i t 
was obtained by minimising the sura of X^(='X^+^^P ) for the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sect ion and po la r i sa t ion , i f tho l a t t e r 
was ava i l ab le . Here ^ 
Y^ .^  J _ > Jz ~ , (2-3a) 
^^ N^ & [Acr(0Of 
and 
where the summations extend over the number of data poin ts , 
^ihto(Qc)^ ^e^cpii&x) and ACTCB^) a-'-e the t h e o r e t i c a l , experimental 
* 
At low energies ( fc<30 MeV), v/here the volume imaginary 
po ten t i a l is zero, Va: number of pirameters •'r Dnly-eleven. 
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d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sect ions and the experimental e r ro r s , 
respect ively at each angl- 0,- . S imi la r ly /^^(e j , /l^^C0j) 
and AP(I^/J are the t h e o r e t i c a l , experimental po la r i sa t ions 
and the experimental e r rors resnect ive ly at each an^e^. In 
order to taka in to account th^ experimental uncer ta in t ies in 
th-^ overa l l normalisation - of the data , the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cross-sect ions and th" associated r e l a t i ve errors were divided 
1 ^ ) 
"by a renornal isa t ion factor '^'^ as used in ref. ' a t some 
energies . 
The t heo re t i ca l analysis was oer^orraed using a mul t i -
parameter ootical-raodel search program OPTIC, developed by 
th-^ author himself, which ca lcu la tes "^ C '^V, />(' ^^J^nd (j^ and 
minimises X^ and 'X'p simultaneously. As i s well known '-^  , 
t h i s ^rocodure i s fraught with p i t f a l l s , since the search 
program may ex?rt itsel'*^ to '^it the data 'ooints with the 
smallest experimental errors at the e^rpense of a general f i t 
to thci gross features of the da ta . In order to avoid t h i s , 
we have adjusted the experimental uncer ta in t ies in the 
follov/ing mannei;'. ^or the difforentiaT cross-s-^ction data at 
energies £ ^ 2 3 . 5 i-I^ V, a uniform 3^ ^ er ror (an average of the 
experimental uncer ta in t ies over the v/hole angular range) was 
assumed, is regards the oolar isa t ion data -^'e used the 
experimentally quoted e r ro r s . There i s nothing r\e\-r in t h i s 
80 
adjustment of e r ro r s . A s imi lar Procedure has or-rviously 
•been used by Satchl'^r ^ without s i '^nif icant ly aff^^cting the 
oara^Tiet-^rs of the 'ootential , "^ or analysing the data at 
E')y'iO TIeV, a somev;hat i i f f e r e n t orocedure .-/as adopted. ITon-
uniforrn porc3nta:;^e error was assum=>d, so as to give more 
weightage to both tho d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sect ion as v e i l as 
oolar isat ion data at backi-zard angles . This was found 
ess-^ntial in order to have a betber desc r ip t ion at backward 
angles vrithout affecting the quaol i ty of f i t in the small 
angle region. In addit ion to the above mentioned adjustment 
of e r ro r s , the agreement between experixTient and theory was 
examined in a subjective fashion, v i z . discarding those f i t s 
which seemed to sa t i s fy the minimum X^ c r i t e r ion at the 
expense of an overal l sha'oe agreement. This approach has been 
strongly advocated by Satchler , who has concluded tha t i t 
i s bett '^r to have an overa l l qualitative^ shape agreement than 
a mere X -minimum. Moreover, since the main aim of the 
present analysis i s t o inves t iga te ahenonenologically the 
e-'iistence of the ^^eal surface term, the emphasis in the aresent 
analysis has beon more in obtainin-^ qualitati-'-elj'- b e t t e r s"Jtape 
agreement between theo re t i ca l and exoerimenta"" angula^ 
d is t r ibu t ions than on m-^rely achieving a X -minimum, ""urther, 
i f judiciously done, the oa:^ameters obtaining by using t h i s 
' e s t h e t i c ' c r i t e r ion are found to d i f fe r only s l i g h t l y from 
those which rf^ly only on the "X -minimisation. This -^^ as also 
ohserved in a conventional -^naly^is o f ^ 0 MPV proton e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing data from a number of ta:"get nucle i by "^ricke 
et a l ^ ^ 
The r e su l t s of the analysis are shown by Solid curves in 
f i g s . 1-10. "^ or the sake of comparison best available GOP 
f i t s are also shov/n (lashed and dotted curves) in the sam^ set 
of f igures . 
For c l a r i t y of discussion the ener?^y region cove-red in 
the "oresent wor'c i s divided in to two r)a'"ts: the lo^'^-ener^y 
region ( £<(30 MeV), where pure surface absorr)tion i s required; 
and the high energy region ( E^30 '-feV), v/h'^ re both the 
surface and the volume ab^.or-otion are needed for achieving an 
adequate f i t to the data . 
?*1 The Low 'ilnergy Region f <1 30 f^eY 
The e- Ga sca t te r ing data at s ix energies was analysed 
^* independently using the 10-parameter MOP (the strength of 
the volume imaginary po ten t i a l was taken to be zero ' ) 
defined by eqs. (2.1 ) and (2 .2) . The i n i t i a l values of a l l 
The data at 26.3 Me7 has not been inc"'-uded in t h i s work 
due to large uncertainty in i t s normalisation as a lso 
7) observed in re f . ' . 
The radius of the charge iistribution ^^ras kept fixed to 
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the oarameters, excent V^ ^^  , were ta-von from the 00=' 
an-dlypes of refS. '•^-' , '-ftile the s t a r t i ng values of V^^^^ 
were taken from f ig . .2 of Chxpter IV. To avoid over-
parameterisation which ooses a riroblem at low energies, 
because of the r:mall number of contr ibut ing p a r t i a l waves , 
the T)arameters (X^ and CL^  v/ere k"^pt fi-'^ed and a l l others 
varied to obtain X -minimisation. The sp in-orbi t oarameters 
Vs,^ , and Ty were given a va r i a t ion only a t 17.57 and 
21.05 MeT, vrhere the polar i sa t ion data i s also ava i lab le . 
At other n-arby energier 19.57, 20.58, 21.68 and 23.50 ''"V, 
^$.0. '^'^^ "^ 5 ''•^ '?ra ke'Tb fixed to the valu?s found by analysing 
thp data a t 21.05 ""V. 1>iis was done ">rii-irily iue to the 
absence of lol-irisation data at thi^se energier and "or^over, 
th'" r ' ' i ; - o r b i t par-tnaterr, are not -x-^ectod to vary 
s igni f icant ly r-' •• su^'i a .ua l ] ?ner"'/ rar<^e. 
'>/•> paranetor valu^^s, at on^-Tgies 17.57, 19.57, 20.58 
21.05, 21.6o and r.3.50 MeV, re.-ulting ^rom our MOP-analysis 
and the OO'' are given in t-^ble t . .\.lso given in the same 
t ab le are the t o t a l X -values , the calcula ted,and, wherever 
ava i lab le , -experimental react ion cross-sections 0 '^*"^"and oj^ ^^* 
respec t ive ly . The rhanes of the c a l c u l a t e ! -elastic angular 
^ i s t r i o u t i )n and polar isat ion X-^ -L"!!;,^  curve?^ corres;'onl^^ to 
* 1 ) 
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FIG. 1 ( a ) . THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION ^OR THE SILASTIC 
SCATTERING OF PROTONS FROM ^^ Ca AT 1 7 . 5 7 MeV. THE 
EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS ARE SMALLER THAN THE SIZE OP THE DOTS. 
THE SOLID CURVE REPRESENTS THE MOP-FIT AND BROKEN CURVE THE 
GGP-PIT OF REF. 1>> . THE OPTICAL-MODEL PARAMETERS ARE SHOWN 
IN TABLE 1 . 
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FIG. 2 . THE DIFFBRBNTIAL CROSS SECTION FOR THE ELASTIC SCATTBRING 
OF PROrOHS FROM ^^Ca AT 1 9 . ^ 7 Me7« THE EXPERIMENTAL ERRQHS ARE 
SMALLER THAN THE SIZE OF THE DOTS. THE SOLID CURVE REPRSSBHTS THE 
MOP-FIT AND BROKEN CURVE THE COP-FIT (3F BSF. O . THE OPTICAL-
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FIG. 3 . THE DIFEBREHTIAL CROSS SECTION FOR THE ELASTIC SCATTERING 
OF PROTONS FROM ^"Ga AT 2 0 . 5 8 MeV. THE BXPSRIMBHTAL ERRORS ARE 
SMALLER THAN THE SIZE OF THE DOTS. SOLID CURVE REPRESENTS THE 
MOP_FIT WHILE THE BROKEN CURVE THE COP-PIT OF REP. U . THE 
OPTICAL-MODEL PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE -| 
1 . 
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FIG. if ( a ) . THE DIFFETRENTIAL CROSS SECTION FOR THE ELASTIC 
SCATTERING OF PROTONS FROM ^"Ca AT 21 O ^ X v THE 
EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS ARE SMALLER THAN THE SIZE OF THE DOTS 
THE SOLID CURVE RBPRB3BNT3 THE MOP-FIT AND BROKEN CURW * 
THE COP-PIT OF RBF^ JSKUIUSJM ^uam 
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FIG. ^ . THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION FOR THE ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 
PROTONS FROM ^"Ca AT 2 1 . 6 8 Me 7 . THE EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS ARE SMALLER 
THAN THE SIZE OF THE DOTS. SOLID CURVE REPRESENTS THE MOP-FIT WHILE 
THE BROKEN CURVE THE COP.FIT OF R E F I ^ . THE OPTICAL-MCDEL PARAMETERS 
ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 1 . m i 3 ^ 
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THS DIFFSRSJSTIAL CROSS^SECTION FOR THE ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 
mm '^ ^Ca AT 23.50 MeV. THE BXPSHirfilffAL SRBCRS ARE SMALLER 
THAN THE SIZE OF THE DOTS. SOLID CURVE REPRESENTS THS MOP-FIT WHILE 
THS BROKEN CURVE CORHSS-PONDS TO COP-FIT OF HBF. t) . ^BS OPTICAL-
MCS)BL PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 1 . 
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FIO. 6 . 
PROTOKfa 
e^ 
our }'0?-ana.lyslc 'Jiil3 Via iashe- calves re^re-ent t'T^ 00?-
ana lyr i s ) are s>own in f i g s . 1^ — 6 • 
7rora tabl^ I i t iG seer toat; "out for E = ?1 .05 NeV the 
. 2. 
AT-values for our MOP-arialynes are much 1?^ 3S t'-^ an the 
corresponding X-p-values for th ? COP-analyses . At 21 .05 HeV, 
although the X^ -valus obtain?:! i s a l i t t l e larger but the 
qual i ty of shaDe agreement between the experimental and 
theo re t i ca l curves for the d i f f e r en t i a l cross-s-^ction and the 
Dolarirat ion are reasonably good over the whole angular range 
an'' dre conparable to the COP-results (fi:;s . 'f-(a) and -i-Cb)). 
Here i t should be mentioned tha t at 21.05 Me7 the sp in-orbi t 
parameterr wer-^  constrained to give a good agreement not only 
a t t h i s energy but also at 1Q.57-, 20.58-, 21.68- and 
23.50 MeV, where the Dolarisation data are not ava i lab le , ^^ ad 
we removed th i s cons t ra in t , i . e . i f the three oaramcterr 
^s.c. •) '^s, an'l a^ , w^-e varied indeoen'!ently at each energy a 
much smallei- A^ -value could have been obtained for the 
MOP-analysis at 21,05 MeV. "Tarever, since our emphasis i s 
more on achieving a good shape agreement between the 
I t may be mentioned that the same def in i t ion for Xj has 
be^ en used in both the cases . 
'.'e received t h i s indicat ion during the course of ^rer.ent 
computation. 
db 
ex'oorimental and t heo re t i ca l curves (w'lich has alrea:1y been 
obtained) than on merely get t ing a small 'X' -value, we did not 
consider i t '/'orthwhile to soend the hard-oarned computer time 
for the l a t t e r . I'Urthor, i t is very encouraging to note tha t 
although the react ion cross-SGction data was not included in 
the X -minimisation criteriQTfi s t i l l the calculated values 
are Y^;TJ close to the exoerimental ones. That the modified 
po ten t i a l obtained here is b e t t e r than conventional ones 
becomes more apparent i f one looks at the sha^oe of the angular 
d i s t r i b u t i o n ' in f i g s . 1-6. I t i s na r t i cu la r ly encou':^aging 
tha t the MO?-analysis leads to a much b e t t e r agreement at 
backward angles esoecia l ly a t 19*57-, 20.5'B-, 21.68-, and 
23.5 c Me'^ 
2 .2 . The " .^nergy Re< i^on 30 - ^5-5 MeV 
Next vre discuss the modified optical-morlel analysis of 
the TD- Ca e l a s t i c sca t ter ing data in the energy range 
30 - +^5 MeV. The data analysed consis ts of the e l a s t i c angular 
d i s t r i bu t ions ani polar i sa t ions at 30 .3 , 35*8 and h^.5 MeV. 
Tine reaction cross-sect ions ( CT^ ®"^ )^ w.^re not avai lable in 
t h i s energy range. The small memory locat ions (I6K) and the 
slow SDeed of the IBM-I130 computer (availabl'^ at the Computer 
Centre of A.M.U. ) res t ra ined us to include upto a maximum of 
only ho s igma-elastic and 25 polar i sa t ion data Doints but t h i s 
cjc KJ 
was ione in such a manner that tho i.ata ooints selecte ' ' cover 
the v/hole angular region uniformly. 
The p - Ca e l a s t i c sca t te r ing l a t a has be^^r exte'-^r.-ive'^y 
1+ c^  8) 
an^'lyce^i ' ^ ' in th i s energy r^^gion in terra? of the 
conventional optical-mo-'el po t en t i a l (COP). These analyses 
show tha t i t is very d i f f i cu l t t o obtain a reasonably good 
simultaneous f i t to both the d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c and 
Dolarir-ation cross-sect ion data, Particul-irly a t extreme 
baclc-/ard angles, 'itven a var ia t ion of a l l the eleven-
parameters does not i:^pr )ve the s i tua t ion 'nuch. T'lis led 
Satchler at a l . to remark tha t i t i s Drobably due to the 
shortcomings in the conventional optic^il po tent ia l and th-it 
the po ten t i a l needs refinement ST"cia''.ly in the ^^ ea"^ . ^art at 
the nuclear surface. I t is thus hop^d tha t the r e a l surface-
peaked term as nredicted in Chapter IV should arove to be a 
s igni f icant step in improving the optical-model no ten t i a l . 
is a f i r s t steD towards the MOP-analysis of the Droton 
sca t te r ing ^ata in th i s energy r-egion, the s t a r t ing values 
o^ the T^ar^ ara '^ters , exceot Vsu/i ? we-^ e taken Prom the best 
avai lable COP-analyses. The i n i t i a l value of 1^ ^^  at each 
energy was taken from f i g . 2 of Chapter IV. In order to 
se lec t an acceptable f i t , not only the X -value was minimise'!. 
but the ' e s t h e t i c ' c r i t e r i o n , described e a ' l i o r , '.'as a lso 
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d i f f e r en t i a l cross-sect ions and po la r i sa t ions were adjusted 
to give more weightage t o the backward angle da ta . Since the 
geometrical parameters of iiie r ea l surface term and the 
surface imaginary po ten t i a l are the same, (to s t a r t the "best 
pa-^ameter search) a l l the parameters of the r e a l and 
imaginary cen t r a l po ten t i a l were var ied . After every cycle 
of t h i s va r i a t i on , the sp in -o rn i t parameters were a l so 
optimised. This procedure was repeated several times t i l l 
an appreciably small value of ^ was obtained. After doing 
t h i s a l l the eleven-parameters were varied and the po ten t i a l 
which qua l i t a t i ve ly reproduced a l l the e s sen t i a l features of 
the angular d i s t r ibu t ion reasonably wellwas se lec ted . The 
resu l t ing parameters are given in tab le I I and the calculated 
d i f f e r e n t i a l and polar i sa t ion cross-sec t ions are shown (sol id 
curves) in f i g s . 7 - 1 0 (given at the end of t h i s chap te r ) . 
At 30.3 Me?, the d i f f e r e n t i a l c ross-sec t ion data was taken 
from ref.^^ and polar i sa t ion data of Hnidzo et a l . was used. 
As the r e a l surface-peaked term i s expected to assume small 
values around 30 MeV (c.f. Chapter IV), the modified o p t i c a l -
model po ten t i a l should not be expected to improve the f i t s 
considerably at t h i s energy. The calculated (MOP) d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cf OSS-sect ions ahd the po la r i sa t ion are shown by so l id curves 
in f i g s . 7(a) and 7(b) respec t ive ly . For the sake of 
comparison the angular d i s t r i bu t ion resu l t ing from the two COP 
10) 
analyses of T-Tniizo et a l . a^e a lso rhown (dashed and 
dotted curves) in the samp f igures . Although we minimised 
the t o t a l X^(=Xj: +Jp) yet the KOP-fit to sigma e l a s t i c 
cror;s-section is found to be b e t t e r than tha t by the 00?-
10) 
analyses (dotted curves) of ^Inilzo et a l who minimised 
X^ alone. The deeo minima in (J^CB) at 1^ +0° is a lso 
renroduced q u a l i t a t i v e l y , ^ r t h o r , the I'CP-analysis 
rer)roduces a l l the main features of the oo la r i sa t ion . Thus 
i t may be sai"" tha t the r e s u l t s of the prerent analysis are 
somewhat b e t t e r or at l ea - t compa-'^able to those obtaine-i by 
conventional optical-mo •''el p o t e n t i a l s . 
The data at 35«S 'hV were taken from Gross et a l . who 
were not able to obtain even a qua l i t a t i ve aqreem^nt with 
the experimental e l a s t i c angular d is t r ibut ion beyond 120 at 
t h i s energy. Eowever, since these authors were more 
interest^^d in an avera.^e .'^eometrj' f i t (in "the energy rer;ion 
30 - h^»5 ••fe"'^ )? we compare our r e su l t s with those of 'iTH 
1 ) 
Van-Oers^ and the ( r ea l ) surface-peaKed po ten t ia l analysis 
11 ) 
of Sinha and "-iwards \ The d i f f e r en t i a l e l a s t i c and 
polar isa t ion cross-sect ions r e s u l t i n g f^m MO?-analysis a^ -e 
shov/n by the solid curv?s in fi '^s. 8(a) and 8(b) resr)ectively. 
Alth lugh the mihima'around 11+0° in t'^e ' "as t lc i.n?^u''ar 
l i r t r ibu t io r i is re^orod^icnd hetL^r ("lot^el cur^ves) by the 
11 ) 
1 '--parameter potential of r^ ''. ^ but the quality of fit for 
our MOP i s comparatively much 'cet^-'r aro'ojid 70^^, 100° and 1 60° 
reDrxjducing at-- the same time the qua l i t a t ive shape around l^ +O .^ 
-! -1 \ 
WO "^rtherciore, Sinha's ootent ia l '' in addition to having t 
more freo pa^'ametars -;ives violent f luctuat ions in th3 
Predicted r)olarisation for 0 \ 90°, while the MOP 
Cm . <^ 
rer)roduc9s a l l the features of polar i sa t ion data reasonably 
wel l . The MOP-fit is a lso h a t t e r ( soecia l ly around 130°) 
than the conventional f i t (dashei curves in f i s s . 8(a) and 
8Co) by ' i n Van-Oers^), I t i s thus seen that on the whole 
MO?-analysis gives b e t t e r r e su l t s than achieved so f a r . 
The resu l t s at U-O MeV are presented in f i g s . 9(a) and 
9(b) (solid curves) . The dashed an'l dotted curves are 
respect ively the predictions of the conventional op t i ca l -
model analysis of Fricke et a l . and tiie 13-parameter model 
of Sinha et a l . . I t i s worth mentioning that although 
Binha et a l . use three more oarameters than used in the 
<) 
conventional analysis of Fricke et a l . ^ yet the qual i ty of 
f i t bo the e l a s t i c angular d i s t r ibu t ion remains e s sen t i a l ly 
unchanged. Par t icu la r ly the disagreement v/ith the i i ^ f e r e n t i a l 
e l a s t i c cross-Traction for ®cn}. ^ ^^^ remains acute . 
The qual i ty of calculated polar isa t ion also remains almost 
unchanged. In comparison the ^orerent MOP-analysis gives 
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t h e Plope'^ of our curves ( so l id Tines) around ®cm. - "100° 
and 7^^^ c o n r t i t u t e a shade b e t t e r r e o r e r e n t a t i o n of the d a t a . 
In a d d i t i o n the ore?ent a n a l y s i s achieves a soiiewhat b e t t e r 
account of t h e p o l a r i s a t i o n d a t a . 
F i n a l l y f i g s . 10 (a ) and (b) shov/ r e s u l t s a t if 5'. 5 >feV. 
Here, again t h e dashed and dott '^d curves correspond t o the 
1 ) 
convent iona l op t i ca l -mode l analys is of V/T"i Van Oers ' and t h e 
11 ) 
13-parameter model of Sinha et a l . , r e s p e c t i v e l y . The 
va lues of X as v;ell as the shaoe of the c a l c u l a t e d curves 
for both t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l c r o s s - s e c t i o n an ^ o o l a r i s a t i o n show 
t h a t the :^ iOP gives a b e t t e r account of the e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g 
exper iment . 
3 • "Energy Dependence of t h e Real-Surface Term 
The a n a l y s i s p resen ted in t h e previous s e c t i o n c l e a r l y 
-^emonstrat-^S t h a t , in g e n e r a l , i n c l u s i o n of th'^ r e a l s u r f a c e -
peaked tertn in the convent iona l o p t i c a l 'Po ten t i a l grenitly 
h ?lps in achieving a b e t t e r agreement v;ith t h e e l a s t i c Droton 
1+0 
s c a t t e r i n g da ta on Ga. Hlxpectedly the s t r e n g t h oarameter 
%^j^ of t h e r e a l su r f ace-Deaked term as found from the 
"ohenoraenological a n a l y s i s i s s t r o n g l y ener<yy dependent . Th'^  
energy dependence of VSUR as found from t h e nhenomenological 
a n a l y s i s ( f u l l c i r c l e s ) i s comparei wi th t h a t n r e d i c t e d bj 
t he d i s p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n in f i g . 11 . I t i s very encouraging 
10k 
to sen tha t t h e ohenora'^nological ener'^y de^enlance agrees 
quite we"",! with the D^'-'ediction of the dispers'ion r e l a t i on . 
In f i g . '11 we a l so show the energy de^iendencp of the 
r e a l surface terra (shown by crosses ) as obtained by oinha 
11 ) 
et a l . . I t i s seen t h a t our findings disagree great ly with 
that of Sinha et a l . at higher energies . This i s hardly 
surpr i s ing , f i r s t l y because in contrast to the oresent 
ana lys i s , the geometrical parameters of the r ea l surface term 
in !^inha's work are treat-^d as free oarametsrs and s^con^ly 
t h e i r f i t t o the proton e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data at higher 
energies i s l eas t impressive. As a matter of fact owing to a 
la rge numb?r of param^tarr (two more than i s used in the 
present work) involved the t r u e nature of the r e a l sur^'ace 
term introduced here seems to .^enain unrevealid in t h e i r -^ork, 
^ • Ion elusions 
Th° modified optical-model analysis of the p- Ca e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing data in the energy region 1 7 - ^ 5 '^ •feV, c lear ly 
shows the usefulness of the surface-peake-i term in the r ea l 
opt ica l p o t e n t i a l . The magnitude as well as the energy 
denendence of the r ea l surface term found ohenomenologically 
follows quite closely the 'oattem nredicted by our dispersion 
re la t ion (c.f . Chapter IV). Par t icu lar ly remarkable is the 
10^ 
agreoment for ener^.ies E^ 30 'leV, v/h ,^ re both our ca lcula t ions 
and ')henorri'?nolop;y indica te tb^t the r ea l surface ootent ia l 
i s repulsive in na ture . 'Tov;ev?r, the deoth of t h i s repulsive 
rea l surface terra i s such t'^at the t o t a l r e a l r)otential i s 
s t i l l a t t r a c t i v e . 
In view of the ahove one can conclude tha t the disoersion 
re la t ion derived in Chapter IV i s very useful even though i t s 
derivat ion i s based on assuraotions some of which are based on 
only p l a u s i b i l i t y grounds, oince there i s nothing in our 
methodology that r e s t r i c t s th-^ scope of the predict ion of 
the dispersion re l a t ion to the case of p- Ca only, i t i s 
c lea r ly desired tha t a l l the proton as ^-'-ell as neutron 
e l a s t i c sca t te r ing data belov 50 MeV should be reanalysod in 
terms of the modified optical-model po ten t i a l for other 
t a rge t s a l so . 
lO'i 
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Figure Captions 
FIG. 7 (a ) . The Di f fe ren t ia l Cross Section for t h e e l a s t i c 
ho 
sca t te r ing of protons from Ca at 30.3 MeV. The experimental 
errors are smaller than the s ize of the do t s . Curves 
represent optical-model p red ic t ions : sol id curve - MOP - FIT; 
Dashed and Dotted Curves corresponds t o C0P1 and C0P2 pred ic -
10) t ions of Ref. . The optical-model parameters are given 
in Table JI. 
FIG. 8(a). The differential cross section f"or-8ie elastic 
scattering of protons from Ca at 35'.8 MeV. The experimental 
errors are smaller than the size of the dots. Curves 
represent optical-model prelictions: solid curve - MOP - FIT; 
dashed curve - COP - FIT of Ref. \ Dotted curve - 13 -
11) 
parameter po ten t i a l of Sinha et a l . . The optical-model 
parameters are given in TableJ7". 
FIG. 9 (a ) . The d i f f e r en t i a l cross section for t he e l a s t i c 
sca t te r ing of protons from Ca a t i+O.O MeV. The experimental 
errors are smaller than the s i z e of the d o t s . The c urves 
represent optical-model F i t s : so l id curVa - MOP - FIT; 
dashed curve - COP - FIT of Ref.^^ a.nd the dotted curve 
11^ 
i s the j^rediction of t h e 13-paramet9r model of Sinha et a l . . 
The optical-model parameters are given in Tab le / / . 
FIG. 10(a) . The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section for the e las t i c 
sca t te r ing of protons from Ca at ^-5.5 MeV. The 
experimental errors are smaller than the size of t he do t s . 
Curves represent optical-model p red ic t ions . Solid curve - MOP-
FIT; dashed curve COP-FIT of ref. ' '^; dotted cUTve-13-parameter 
1 U 
poten t i a l of Sinha et a l . '^ . The optical-model parameter 
are given in Table H . 
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In t h i s chapter we make a t h e o r e t i c a l attempt, to 
understand the observed 6 [- CA/-Z)//VJ -dependence of the 
proton imaginary po ten t i a l on the basis of Fermigas model of 
the nucleus. For th i s we f i r s t demonstrate tha t the empirical 
£ -dependence in the imaginary po ten t i a l i s exhibited almost 
exclusively and most unambiguously in the l ine i n t e g r a l of the 
surface imaginary p o t e n t i a l . This makes i t ea s i e r t o compare 
the t heo re t i ca l prediction with phenomenological f indings. 
The contents of t h i s chapter are as follows: 
In Sect-2, we discuss the phenomenologically observed 
€ -dependence of the proton imaginary p o t e n t i a l . Since the 
ca lcula t ions are based on Thomas-Fermi gas model, we describe 
i t b r i e f l y , in Sect 3 . F ina l ly , the predicted £-dependence 
i s coBpared with the phenomenological one in Sect k. I t i s 
found that the predicted ^ -dependence agrees well with the 
phenomenologically observed one. 
2 . Phenomenological Si tuat ion 
Over the past several yea r s , extensive analyses -^' of 
the proton sca t t e r ing data have been made in the energy range 
106 
30 t o 60 MeV, which have contr ibuted grea t ly t o our understanding 
of t he r e a l par t of the proton optical-model po ten t i a l , 
pa r t i cu l a r ly i t s dependence on the incident proton energy E , 
mass number A, of the t a rge t and t h e nuclear symmetry parameter 
6 ss (N - Z)/A. On the other hand, these analyses are not very 
helpful in providing unambiguous information on the proton 
imaginary po ten t i a l or in es tab l i sh ing some trends in i t . 
This may par t ly be a t t r ibu ted t o the fact tha t most of the 
analyses do not give due weight t o the react ion cross-sect ion 
k < ) da ta , which, as discussed in ref . '^ , i s most useful in 
determining the parameters of the imaginary pot 'ential once i t s 
form factor has been chosen. 
• 7 ) In view of the above, Menet e t al,^'^ made a systematic 
analysis of proton react ion cross-sect ion da t a , together with 
the data on e l a s t i c sca t t e r ing and polar i sa t ion for a number 
of t a rge t nucle i at energies 30, ^0, k-9»5 and 60 MeV. The main 
aim of t h e i r analysis was to invest igate the trends in the 
parameters of proton imaginary p o t e n t i a l . For t h i s , these 
authors take the view t h a t since severa l analyses in t h i s . 
energy region lead t o e s sen t i a l ly the same r e a l pQtent ia l , 
i t not unreasonable to regard th i s par t of the op t ica l p o t e n t i a l 
as we l l determined and make a search only on the parameters 
2) 
of the imaginary p a r t . Taking the rea l po ten t i a l from ref . 
1 0 V 
and the imaginary po ten t i a l -W(r) to be a mixture of the 
surface and th e volume forms: 
with X= ( ^ - ^ ° A ^ ) / a ^ Menet et a l . ^ ^ found t h a t whereas 
the radius parameter Y; and the s t rength parameter We , of 
the volume form, are e s sen t i a l l y independent of € = (N - Z)/A, 
the same i s not t rue for the other two parameters W^ and CL . 
These parameters display a marked dependence on e , which 
manifests i t s e l f in a r a the r unambiguous and well defined 
manner in a (almost) l inea r increase in the product W (^^  with 
€ . Using the approximation tha t r^  A^ > > cc , i t can be' 
shown, tha t the product \A(^  <2L i s equal to one fourth of the 
l ine i n t eg ra l of the surface imaginary p o t e n t i a l : 
= _ A lA/, a -
^ I ,4.^-V»A"3/cL 
4 yv, a . {2-2) 
1 ^ 7 ) 
Similar observations have also been made in refs. »°>'^ ''. 
This is indeed a very good approximation. 
105 
Hence the phenomenological s i t u a t i o n can be summarised by-
s ta t ing that t h e l i ne i n t eg ra l of tjie surface imaginary 
po ten t i a l increases (almost) l i nea r l y with € = (N - Z)/A. 
3 . Theoret ical Consideration 
According t o Thomas-Fermi gas model of the nucleus, the 
imaginary par t of the proton optical-model po ten t i a l is given 
by8-^2), 
where (^O],^ ) and <(cr^ v, ^ are the average proton-proton and 
proton-neutron c ross -sec t ions , t he average being performed 
over a l l r e l a t i v e momenta allowed by the Pauli p r inc ip le ; 
ff.W and ?n (^) are the proton and neutron densi ty 
d i s t r ibu t ions in t h e t a rge t nucleus; and Uj, (r) i s the 
ve loc i ty of the incident proton at the point where the imaginary 
po ten t i a l i s being ca lcu la ted . 
Assuming the proton-nucleon c ross -sec t ion t o be i so t rop ic 
and ^^i - At / ( E + Be ) (t->i,|3) as the form of the t o t a l 
cross-sect ion ' , where A^ s if.32 MeV.b, B = 0,5^ MeV, 
A. «s 1.^5 MeV.b, B K 0,85 MeV and E is the proton-nucleon 
10 1j 
e.m, energy, one obtains: 
<o;x> - 3 ). 0- Ai r^,, / fe^. . C3-2) 
In t h e above equat ion m i s t h e proton mass, ^{f) and 
l?F^  C'^ ) a re t h e proton Tnoraentum and t h e Fermi momentum of the 
nucleon a t t h e po in t r r espec t ive ly . According t o Fermi-gas 
model of t h e n u c l e u s , t h e l o c a l Fermi momentum jjp^ - (rj can 
be w r i t t e n as : 
l?F, W - 3 7T •|^  P,(v) . (333 
The q u a n t i t y Fj.^  occurting in eq. (3»2) t a k e s i n t o account 
o 
the Paul! principle and is defined (e.g. ref. ) as : 
h. 
^ X ( l + X^- OC.^) , (^1+3X^21;)+ 2XL2(1+^^ l\ ) ] ' ^ ^ ^ j ^ , 
[2(1+ X ^ 1 ) ] ' / ^ ( l + 3 x ^ 2 | 0 - 2 7 C [ 2 ( | + X.\ l O j ' ' ' ^ 
with 
k be ing t h e momentum of t h e t a r g e t nuc leon , j? the l o c a l 
momentum of t h e i nc iden t p ro ton , m the nucleon mass and ^ 
^ F t = ^Fi l \ • (3-6) 
lie 
The l imi ts of in tegra t ion in eq. (3.^) a r e : 
XpJ" > X"- > 0 for o(i^ ^ 1 ^ (37aJ 
a n d Xp,^ > X ^ > (X,^. 1 fuv o < , ' ' ^ 1 . (37^) 
To ca lcu la te the loca l momentum \>{f) and the ve loc i ty 
9) 
xfpir) , we use the following expression-^"^ for the k ine t i c 
energy B\, ir) of the incident proton a t t h e point r : 
E(,(r)-- E, + V(r) ~ V,{y) , (3-83 
where Eo i s the incident proton energy, and - V(Y3 and Vcfr) 
are the r e a l par t of the proton opt ica l po ten t i a l and the 
Coulomb po ten t i a l respec t ive ly . 
Using eq. (3.I ) and the expression for the k ine t i c energy 
as given by eq. (3»8), severa l authors e .g . r e f s . > ' have 
calculated iA/(rj . The form of the calculated W(Y) in 
a l l cases turns out to he quite d i f ferent from that general ly 
used in phenomenological analyses. This feature poses some 
problems in making a comparison of the trends in the calculated 
and phenomenological \N{r) , 
I t has already been shown tha t ^ -dependence in the 
phenomenological imaginary po ten t i a l i s exhibited (almost) 
Il l 
exclusively by the parameters of t he surface par t through the 
product W^  CL , which is about i timesthe l ine i n t eg ra l 
Is = j W^(y) dr of the (der ivat ive) surface form. One 
might thus think of constructing a t heo re t i ca l "surface term" 
by subtract ing the phenomenological volume par t from the 
calculated Wi"^) and evaluate i t s l ine i n t e g r a l to compare 
with I • For convenience, we instead follow an equivalent 
approach of coinparing the respect ive l ine in tegra l s I sind I 
of the calculated and the t o t a l (surface + volume) 
phenomenological imaginary p o t e n t i a l . 
' ^« Results of Calculation and Discussion 
To ca lcula te W(r) using eq. (3.I ) we must know the 
dens i t ies fp{y) and f^  (v) . For the proton densi ty we 
take 
-1 
with v;^ , = 1.106 + 1 .05 X 10 A fin and a^ a oA5^ fin as 
determined from electron sca t te r ing and muonic X-ray 
11 ) 
experiments . The situation regarding the neutron 
distribution is not as clear. Though there are some indications 
11£ 
t h a t the neutron d i s t r i b u t i o n i s extended r e l a t i ve t o the 
proton distn. bution Te .g . ref . -^ ^ J , t h i s s t i l l has yet t o 
be es tab l i shed . Due t o t h i s uncer ta inty we take f^  (rj t o be 
of the same form as fbi^) with r = r and Qv, = <3>fa 
f^  o n o p T\ , H 
However, by varying the neutron densi ty parameters about the 
above values,w e have t e s t ed tha t the € -dependence of I^ 
' c 
i s not influenced s ign i f i can t ly for reasonable va r ia t ions in 
The parameters of the r ea l la. r t of the o p t i c a l - p o t e n t i a l 
V(-»') and Goloumb po ten t i a l V(.(vJ which occur in eq, (3.8) 
are taken as the be s t - f i t parameters as given in ref . . I t 
should, however, be mentioned t h a t due to the parameter 
ambiguit ies, other parameter se t s ex i s t which give equally 
good f i t s to the sca t te r ing data bu t , which when subs t i tu t ed 
in eq. (3 .8 ) , may lead t o a d i f fe ren t k ine t i c energy 
d i s t i l bution inside the nucleus, affecting the r a d i a l 
d i s t r i bu t i on of W(r). However, s ince the present discussion 
i s r e s t r i c t e d t o incident proton energies grea ter than or 
equal t o 30 MeV, i t follows from eq. (3*8) tha t small 
adjustments in the op t ica l po t en t i a l parameters would cause 
l i t t l e var ia t ion in tj, (r) . This , coupled with the fact 
tha t in the energy region under consideration (as discussed 
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l l o 
same set of parameters, ensiar es tha t the conclusions t o be 
arriyed at donot depend on a p a r t i c u l a r choice of the 
parameters of the r e a l p o t e n t i a l . 
In figures 1 and .2' we« show the l ine in tegra l s of the 
calculated and phenomenological imaginary p o t e n t i a l s , I and 
!_„_ respect ively at the energies 30, 1+0, ^9•5 and 60.8 MeY 
(as mentioned e a r l i e r the parameters of the phenomenological 
r ea l and imaginary potent ia l s are taken from the analysis of 
Menet e t a l . ' ) . From the f igures , i t i s eas i ly seen tha t 
although I turns out to be d i f fe ren t from I in magnitude, 
i t s dependence on the nuclear symmetry parameter i s e s s e n t i a l l y 
the same. We are , the re fore , led t o the conclusion that 
despi te i t s l i m i t a t i o n s , the Thomas-Fermi gas model appearsto 
provide a good account of the trends in t h e imaginary po ten t i a l , 
The discrepancy in the values of I and I___ i s merely a 
ref lec t ion of the fact tha t in a l l the calcula t ions of W(r) 
based upon t h i s model the s trength of the absorption cones out 
to be greater than the phenomenological one. I t was argued in 
11 ) 
ref. that t h i s may be because of the assiimption of the 
isotropy of the proton-nucleon c ross -sec t ion . However, Afnan 
12) 
and Tang made Monte Carlo ca lcu la t ions of W(r), and showed 
tha t such i s not the case and t h i s should be taken a s a 
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To inves t iga te the nature of the G -dependence of the 
imaginary p o t e n t i a l , we have a l so ca lcula ted the l i ne i n t eg ra l 
of the neutron imaginaiy p o t e n t i a l . The parameters of the 
r e a l part are kept t h e same as those for protons except the 
well depth which i s obtained hy replacing €= by - g and 
switching off t he Z/A '-^ term (which enters because of the 
coulomb in te rac t ion -^^) in the proton r e a l well depth. The 
resu l t s for Fe and Ni isotopes at E » ifO and 60.8 MeV are 
shown in f i g . 3 . I t i s seen that for a given element, 
n 
although I decreases with 6 , the magnitude of the slope 
i s n o t t h e same as t h a t for protons. This suggests t ha t the 
^ -dependence of the imaginary po ten t ia l i s not purely i so top i c . 
Similar observations have also been made by Menet et a l . , in 
a phenomenological analysis of the 6 -dependence of W^ andCL. 
These authors^'^ conclude tha t t h e 6 -dependence in the 
imaginary po ten t i a l does not appear to be purely due to t h e 
differences in the n-p and p-p c ross - sec t ions . Rather i t i s 
also contributed by the change in the geometiy of the nuclear 
surface in going over from incident protons t o incident 
neutrons. A similar view has a l so been expressed by 
Sa tch le r ' ' ^^ 
lit u 
In summary we thus see t h a t , the Thomas-Fermi gas model 
reproduces f a i r l y wel l the phenonBHologically observed 
6-dependence in the imaginary par t of the proton-nucleus 
optical-model p o t e n t i a l . Hence the model appears to be a good 
approrination for studying parameter trends in the imaginary 
p o t e n t i a l . 
lib 
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